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ABSTRACT 
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Mary-Russell and Dr. Harold Colton, co-founders of the 

Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, opened the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition, a show of fine Hopi art, in July of 

1930. Believing that traders' emphasis on mass production 

of tourist trinkets contributed to a decline in the quality 

of Hopi art, Mary-Russell determined to introduce the buying 

public to quality Hopi art, hoping this would stimulate 

better prices. Through the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, 

Mary-Russell encouraged Hopi artists to use quality 

materials and sought ways to help them improve their 

techniques. 

Throughout the years, the goals and logistics of the 

Hopi Craftsman Exhibition have changed to keep up with the 

ever-increasing interest in Hopi arts. Today, the Hopi 

Marketplace showcases quality Hopi art to a discerning 

public. Hopi artists appreciate the encouragement, 

exposure, and recognition the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition has 

given them and their art over the years. 
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Introduction 

Residing on three mesas in the northeast corner of 

Arizona, the Hopi people possess a rich artistic tradition. 

They are particularly known to today's Indian art collectors 

for their beautiful buff-colored pottery, intricately carved 

kachina dolls, silver overlay jewelry, coil and wicker 

baskets, and woven sashes. Although production of these 

arts can be traced back hundreds of years, in the early part 

of the 20th century white people sympathetic to the "Indian 

problem" firmly believed that the arts of the Hopis, as well 

as other Southwestern Indian tribes, were in a state of 

serious artistic decline. Mary-Russell and Harold Colton, 

co-founders of the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff 

in 1928, were two such people. The Coltons were concerned 

that, lacking positive encouragement and sophisticated 

buyers, the production of Hopi art would deteriorate and 

would eventually be lost, a loss felt not only by the Hopis 

but by the larger American society as well. In an effort to 

prevent what they believed to be an unacceptable loss, the 

Coltons established the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition at the 

Museum in 1930. The original goals of the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition were fourfold: 1) to encourage the manufacture 

of objects of artistic and commercial value which had fallen 

into disuse and were becoming rare; 2) to stimulate better 

workmanship; 3) to encourage the development of new forms of 
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art of purely Indian design; 4) to create a wider market for 

Hopi goods of the finest type. 

The Exhibition featured a show and sale of Hopi art 

pieces. The Prize List from 1932 included pottery, both 

decorated and undecorated; woven goods such as bride's 

outfits, baby blankets, and men's sashes; coil, wicker, and 

sifter baskets; and a small number of jewelry pieces, 

kachina dolls, and other miscellaneous items. 

Since that first show, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

(renamed the Hopi Marketplace in 1995) has been held every 

year at the Museum of Northern Arizona except for four years 

during World War II. Today, the show is as successful as it 

ever was; according to the 1996 MNA/Notes, nearly 3,000 

people came to the show in July of 1996 and 60 Hopi artists 

participated. Hopi art attracts collectors from all over 

the world and provides needed income to many Hopis. While 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition cannot be singled out as the 

sole cause of the interest in and success of Hopi art, it 

has played a significant role in bringing Hopi artists the 

recognition — and money — they deserve. 

Why and how did the Museum of Northern Arizona set 

about preserving, improving, and promoting Indian art? This 

paper will examine this question through a description of 

the history of the Hopi Craftsman Show, the attempts made by 

the Coltons to improve specific Hopi art forms, the changing 
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direction of the Show over the years as the Museiim responded 

to the market for Indian art, and the responses of Hopi 

artists to the show. 

Mary-Russell was attempting to accomplish two goals 

when she instituted the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition; she 

wanted to bring back what she considered to be the 

"traditional" arts of the Hopi Indians, and she wanted to 

improve the quality of the work they were producing. An 

important question is, what did she consider to be the 

"traditional arts" of the Hopis? Eaton (1994) provides an 

excellent study of Mary-Russell's ideas about what 

constituted the traditional art of the Hopis and how these 

ideas influenced her selection of pieces for the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition. However, although Mary-Russell was 

deeply concerned with reviving and improving what she 

considered to be traditional crafts, her approach towards 

preserving traditional art consisted of merely preserving 

methods and materials and not with preserving the cultural 

aspect of the art; her approach will be examined later in 

this paper. 

Mary-Russell approached her other goal, that of 

improving the art produced by the Hopis, from a modern 

standpoint. Like the traders operating around the Southwest 

in the early 20th century, Mary-Russell used economics as 

the incentive for Hopis to improve their pottery, basketry. 
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kachina dolls, silverwork, and other crafts. She knew there 

needed to be a class of buyer willing to pay higher prices 

for better quality art, and she set out to create just such 

a buyer. This paper will also examine how she and the 

Museum of Northern Arizona achieved this goal. 

Before discussing Mary-Russell Colton's approach to 

Hopi arts and her creation of the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, 

an examination of the art produced by the Hopis would be 

helpful. The Hopis produced a wide array of art work; Mary-

Russell often bragged that the Hopis "make more different 

kinds of craft objects than any other Indian group" 

(1950:1). Hopi ancestors began making pottery around AD 

600; they used plant fibers to weave mats, baskets, and 

sandals as early as AD 500 (Bartlett 1936). Cotton was 

introduced into the Four Corners area by AD 500; by the time 

the Spaniards had settled in the Southwest, the Hopis may 

have been providing the Rio Grande Pueblos with most of 

their cotton fiber and woven cloth (Kent 197 6) . 

Silverwork was introduced to the Hopi around 1890 by a 

Walpi man named Sikytala, who learned the art from the Zunis 

(Colton 1939); prior to that, Hopis made beads from shell 

and turquoise, and produced pendants made from cottonwood 

with inlaid turquoise (Colton 1938). Hopis also made 

moccasins, kachina doll carvings, masks, dr\ams, rattles, 

kilts of decorated leather, painted headboards, and wall 
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paintings (Colton 1938) . Small wonder that the Coltons felt 

a need to preserve these rich and varied arts by creating 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition. Like other individuals and 

institutions in the Southwest, they were responding to what 

was viewed as a general decline in the quality of Indian 

artistic traditions. 

When Mary-Russell and Dr. Harold Colton founded the 

Museum of Northern Arizona, which opened its doors in 1928, 

they had already developed what was to become a lifetime 

fascination with the Hopi Indians in Arizona. Originally 

from Philadelphia, the Coltons first visited the Hopi mesas 

on their honeymoon in 1912. They spent alternate summers 

exploring the Hopi and Navajo reservations (Burns 1994). 

These early trips sparked the Coltons* interest in the 

pottery, baskets, woven clothing, moccasins, and other 

articles the Hopis made by hand. Mary-Russell's interest in 

particular led the couple to collect several items for an 

exhibition of Indian crafts sponsored in 1923 by the 

Philadelphia Arts and Crafts Guild (Burns 1994) . From the 

beginning, Mary-Russell, trained at the Philadelphia School 

of Design for Women and an established artist in 

Philadelphia, regarded these articles not merely as 

utilitarian items, but as art. 

Since Mary Russell appreciated Hopi arts and crafts, 

she deplored what she considered to be the deterioration of 
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the crafts. In his unpublished autobiography. Dr. Colton 

remarked that "a subject dear to the heart of Mary-Russell 

was an attempt to revive the decaying arts and crafts of the 

Hopi" (Burns 1994:42). In 1931, Mary-Russell described what 

she considered to be decay: 

The diamond dye is unfortunately rapidly 
replacing the old vegetable colors in both 
textiles and basketry. Machine made yarn is 
creeping in, to some extent, and our own latest 
and most alarming observation, is the 
replacement of the beautiful hand spun irregular 
creamy cotton yarn by a dirty-colored white 
cotton string. The use of this will entirely 
destroy the artistic value of the beautiful 
wedding garments, kilts, embroidered sashes, and 
fringed belts, formerly made of soft hand-spun 
cotton yarn. Pottery making has suffered a 
gradual degradation since the establishment of 
the Spanish Missions in 1629. The applied 
designs are as beautiful as ever, but in many 
cases are not well burned on and the ware is 
becoming thick and is suffering from the 
introduction of foreign shapes of poor design 
(Colton 1930a:2). 

What factors brought about these changes in the 

production of Hopi weavings, baskets, and pots, changes in 

traditional methods and materials that Mary-Russell viewed 

as changes for the worse? Actually, what Mary-Russell 

witnessed in the 1920s was not so much a deterioration in 

the art as a break from traditional methods; as we shall 

see, Mary-Russell considered a break from pre-European 

methods of art production as a negative influence on the 

Hopi's art. However, the question of what is traditional 

versus what is non-traditional sparks an enormous debate 
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that cannot be covered in this paper. King (1986) provides 

an excellent study of this question in an essay entitled 

"Tradition in Native American Art" in Wade (1986). King 

demonstrates that Indian tribal art was subjected to 

influences from outside a tribe even before the arrival of 

the Europeans, because Indians exchanged artifacts through 

trade and war, as well as through the transferral of 

religious ceremonies from tribe to tribe. However, the 

coming of the Europeans did bring about major changes in 

Indian art and not just the art of the Hopis. 
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Factors in the Decline of Indian Art Forms 

King (1986) points out that non-Indian influences on 

Indian art, such as the metal knives and other tools 

utilized by the Europeans, changed the art in several ways. 

Other influences came in the form of "whole ethnological 

complexes which had a more profound effect than mere tools; 

an example of this is the arrival of the horse, which 

radically altered the subsistence base of Plains society, 

and ultimately revolutionized Plans art" (78) . New 

materials were also introduced by Europeans, such as trade 

beads, paints, dyes, wool cloth, silk ribbons, and various 

metals. Finally, European society affected Indian art in 

two other ways. First was "the adoption or adaptation of 

European design and its incorporation into Indian art." The 

second was "the development of art forms, in basketry, 

embroidery, and carving, designed for Euro-American purchase 

but using Indian techniques and symbolism" (King 1986:79). 

As we shall see, Mary-Russell deplored the new art forms 

derived from European culture, such as salt and pepper 

shakers, but approved of older art forms having new uses 

based on European culture, such as water jars used as garden 

pottery. 

When Europeans began settling in the Southwest, they 

introduced manufactured goods which gradually replaced 

handmade utilitarian pieces, and Indians began to rely more 
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and more on these manufactured goods. For example, pottery 

making declined due to the availability of china plates and 

metal cookware. Additionally, the federal government's 

assimilation policies of the late 1800s attempted to 

eradicate any expression of things "Indian," including 

religious ceremonies, language, dance, and art (Dockstader 

1966). Since many handmade items had ceremonial uses, the 

production of these pieces began to slow, and the knowledge 

of how things were made was not passed on to new 

generations. However, three influences appeared in the 

Southwest which helped to preserve many forms of Indian art: 

trading posts, trains, and tourists. 

Trading posts appeared in the Southwest in 1868, after 

the Navajos returned from their forced incarceration at 

Bosque Redondo to their newly-established reservation in 

Arizona. Originally, the forts built during the Indian wars 

had also served to provide commodities to Indians; the 

trading posts replaced this function after the forts were 

abandoned. Trading posts supplied more than just food and 

clothing, however; according to McNitt (1962), trading posts 

stocked everything from cookware to hardware, leather 

saddles and bridles to mountain lion hides, and even 

livestock. 

The early trading posts operated under the barter 

system; "Navajos were extended credit for necessary goods. 
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particularly sugar, flour, coffee, canned peaches, and 

blankets and paid with wool, sheep hides, pinon nuts, and 

textiles" (Eddington and Makov 1995:2). The traders 

developed into the original dealers in Indian art when they 

began selling Navajo wool blankets and rugs to eastern 

buyers as well as to tourists coming through on the 

railroads. The traders exerted a lot of influence on Native 

American art. In a 1934 report, the Committee on Indian 

Arts and Crafts claimed that traders were responsible for 

the type and quality of crafts produced by the Native 

Americans; not only had traders helped to improve crafts 

through insisting on high standards, but they had also 

encouraged the production of cheap goods. Whether 

beneficial or harmful, traders' involvement in the 

production and sale of Native American art provided an 

important element; they helped bring Indian art into a 

westernized market economy (Wade 1976). Through their 

promotion of Indian handcrafted items, traders helped to 

create a buyer's market for Indian crafts, and thus provided 

an incentive for Indians to continue making craft goods. 

One such trader, Thomas Keam (1846-1904), directly 

affected the art of the Hopis in the late 19th century. 

Keam was an adventurer and frontiersman who ^'was celebrated 

for his great public works: lobbying for Indian rights; 

founding the Hopi boarding school at his former ranch; 
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confronting dishonest, unethical Indian agents; [and] 

hosting the first frontier scientists on their expeditions 

to the southwest" (Wade and McChesney 1981:9). According to 

Wyckoff, 

Keam was pivotal in bringing both tourist curios 
and art pottery to the tourists and collectors 
visiting the now accessible West at the end of 
the nineteenth century. His collection of 
historic and prehistoric pottery acquired by the 
Peabody Museum at Harvard is one of the finest 
collections of Hopi pottery of the nineteenth 
century (1990:72). 

Keam opened his first trading post in 1875 in a canyon 

near the Hopi mesas, later named Keams Canyon in his honor, 

and was an influential trader by 1891 (Wade and McChesney 

1981). His sympathy for and interest in the Hopis led him 

to help them develop an income and to preserve their 

vanishing artistic traditions. "Keam encouraged [the Hopis 

to] manufacture standardized, mass produced bowls, jars, and 

tiles as decorative objects to be sold to tourists" (Wade 

and McChesney: 9) . He used his extensive knowledge of Hopi 

pottery to help First Mesa potters improve their pottery for 

commercial purposes, going so far as to essentially invent 

the ceramic tile mold which tourists could easily fit into 

their suitcases (Wyckoff 1990). Additionally, Keam 

encouraged "new forms and styles in pottery, he emphasized 

the use of katcina faces as well as non-traditional designs 

in commercial wares" (Wade and McChesney:9). Thus, before 
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the Coltons had even arrived in Flagstaff, Hopi art was 

being influenced by a non-Hopi, just as non-Indian traders 

and dealers were influencing the greater Southwest Indian 

art market. 

The coming of the railroad also helped expand the 

market for Indian art. The Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe 

railroad arrived in Albuquerque in 1880, and that same year 

the Atlantic and Pacific railroad began building a line from 

Isleta, New Mexico, that would eventually stretch from 

California to Oklahoma (Wade 1985:168) . In addition to 

providing the Indians with more manufactured goods, the 

railroad brought tourists eager for a souvenir of their trip 

to the Southwest. According to Wade, "No other influence, 

neither traders nor dealers nor scholars, would so broadly 

promote and transform Indian art as did the railroads and 

their tourist bureaus" (1985:169-170). 

One of the early changes the railroads brought was the 

gradual shift from a barter and trade economy to a cash 

economy, making it necessary for Indians to develop ways to 

earn money. The sale of handcrafted items was one way to 

earn cash. The railroads also brought about a change in the 

type of arts and crafts produced by the Southwest Indians. 

The tourists' demand for Indian-made objects increased, but 

this demand required different articles than what Indians 

had been producing. What the tourists demanded was 
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a westernized version of the traditional crafts. 
Unlike the early museum collectors who wanted 
the item to be traditional in its form, designs 
and functionality (that is, a water jar had to 
be waterproof), the new purchaser was mainly 
concerned that the item look "Indian" (Wade:51). 

D'Harnoncourt described the buying habits of the 

tourist buyer: 

The souvenir buyer . . . does not look for 
utilitarian values, and, since he purchases an 
object not for its own merit but simply for the 
sake of its associations, he does not even care 
much about its workmanship or aesthetic value. 
The souvenir buyer is usually satisfied if the 
article serves to remind him of a pleasant trip 
or conveys to his friends the knowledge that he 
has been to far and picturesque places. He is 
therefore rarely willing to spend more on such a 
purchase than the price of a postal card or a 
colored photograph (1942:147). 

To tap into this market, Indians began modifying their 

crafts; full-sized water pots gave way to smaller pots; new 

articles such as salt and pepper shakers and sugar bowls 

appeared (Wade 1976:51). Additionally, the tourists' 

unwillingness to pay much money for a souvenir encouraged 

the production of a lot of cheap Indian crafts. 

Like other groups of Southwest Indians, the Hopis 

responded to the tourist market as well. Allen (1994) 

describes the changes in Hopi pottery: 

Many new forms of vessels were developed 
during the mid-twentieth century. These 
new forms had no roots in Hopi culture 
and were strictly Anglo-inspired. 
Coffee and tea canisters (constructed in 
the traditional manner with Hopi 
designs), fruitbowls, bowls in the forms 
of handled baskets, and lidded jars made 



to look like chickens were all popular 
items. Soon special orders for items 
made specifically for an individual's 
special needs were part of a potter's 
repertoire. Unfortunately some of the 
pieces produced were not as 
sophisticated as others, in execution of 
either concept or design, and reflected 
poorly on the reputation of Hopi 
pottery. Ceramic ashtrays in the forms 
of cowboy hats and spurs or salt and 
pepper shakers were made for the 
increasing tourist industry and 
furthered a stereotyped image of Native 
American arts and crafts (18). 

These new forms were not received well. Alfred 

Whiting, in a report on Hopi arts and crafts to the Indian 

Arts and Crafts Board, described the state of Hopi crafts 

1942: 

The effect upon the crafts, both in form and 
quality has been devistating [sic]. The White 
tourist is generally ignorant of native 
standards and indifferent to native aesthetic 
ideals. The demand for something 'Indian' and 
at the same time 'useful' has not contributed to 
the preservation of native forms. Ashtrays, 
sewing baskets, blankets in gaudy colors, and 
'ceremonial' dolls and rattles with 'symbolic' 
designs have become standard products 
(Introduction). 

Just as Mary-Russell encouraged the Hopis to produce 

the crafts according to her personal concept of what 

constituted Indian art, the tourists wanted something that 

fit their concept of what was considered "Indian." 

Balancing out the traders and tourists, who were 

interested in Southwest Indian art for its commercial and 

souvenir value and tended to have a negative effect on the 
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quality of the crafts, other groups and individuals in the 

Southwest were interested in Indian art for its cultural 

value. Wade (1981) calls these institutions and individuals 

philanthropists and humanists; they included museums, 

ethnologists, government agencies, schools, and individuals. 

The Coltons fell into this category. According to 

Wade, humanists' and philanthropic groups' "principle goal 

was to save Native American art from ruination at the hands 

of commercial traders" (1985:176), and they sponsored Indian 

art fairs in an attempt to "reinvest in the Indian a feeling 

of pride in his culture and in his indigenous craftsmanship, 

and to provide a continuing positive sponsorship that would 

allow Indian art to flourish for generations to come" (176). 

Mary-Russell echoes this sentiment with her determination to 

restore "pride of craftsmanship" to the Hopis. 

While both the trader and the humanist shared the same 

goal of preserving native craft arts, they differed in their 

motives. "To the humanist the preservation of Indian 

culture was of first importance. The arts and crafts were 

inseparable from the culture; therefore, if the art were 

permitted to die — or, worse yet, grow into some new 

commercial style — part of the culture would die also" 

(Wade 1981:12). This attitude is reflected in a report by 

Henrietta Burton on the role of extension workers in the 

Southwest: 
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[Extension workers] recognize important social 
values in the promotion of the ancient crafts. 
The crafts constitute a potential source of 
social integration to be used as the frame of 
reference of social re-establishment. The arts 
and crafts supply an approach to the history, 
legends, music, and recreation and the 
intangitDle elements of Indian culture (1936:30). 

These groups, recognizing the connection of Indian art to 

Indian culture, worked to stem the tide of the deterioration 

of the art; however, each group approached the problem in 

different ways. 

The government, acknowledging the problem of 

deteriorating Indian crafts, established the Indian Arts and 

Crafts Board in 1935, "charging it with the responsibility 

of rendering technical advice to Indian craftsmen in the 

entire scope of making and selling Indian art" (Indian Arts 

and Crafts Board ND:3). An early report of the Board 

outlined the problems it saw with Native American arts and 

crafts: 

The Committee [of Indian Arts and 
Crafts, precursor to the Board] 
recognizes three aspects of the problem 
relating to [Indian arts and crafts]. 
These are: 1) These products as a part 
of Indian culture as a whole; 
inextricably related to Indian religion, 
ways of life, and self expression. 2) 
These products as art, and as part of 
the art heritage of the American people 
as well as of the Indian. 3) These 
products as a present and potential 
source of income to the Indian and to 
various trade factors; therefore, as an 
element in the economy of the tribes and 
of other population groups. While the 
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Committee recognizes and has given 
consideration to all three aspects, it 
seems clear that in the economic one 
lies the real heart of the problem (1). 

This report reflected the attitudes of the humanists: 

Indian art could not be viewed independently from Indian 

culture and a loss of Indian culture would be a loss for all 

of America. It also reflected the motivations of the 

traders: Indian art was a source of income. 

The Committee believed that, while the 

commercialization of Indian crafts contributed to their 

deterioration, it also provided the key to preserving them. 

Therefore, the production of Indian crafts for sale purposes 

should not be discouraged; instead, the Committee asked the 

question, "How can the economic welfare of the Indians be 

advanced by the Government, in cooperation with the Indians 

through arts and crafts, without loss to the vitality of 

Indian art, and without damage to the integrity of Indian 

life?" (Committee on Indian Arts and Crafts 1934:1). 

To the Indian Arts and Crafts Board, the answer to 

this question was clear; 

What would benefit the present market 
more than anything else would be 
improvements in production of the 
present types of goods. The work of the 
Indian Arts Fund and of the National 
Association on Indian Affairs has 
demonstrated that, within the present 
market, greater salability is achieved, 
with a better return to the craftsman, 
when the art and technical standards of 
the product are raised. Such work 
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involves no conflict with traditional 
Indian ways of working; in fact, it 
implies an adherence to tradition, but 
to the best in that tradition even when 
applied to new forms (Committee of 
Indian Arts and Crafts 1934:8-9). 

Mary Russell's attitude towards preserving Native American 

arts closely resembled that of the Indian Arts and Crafts 

Board; Indian artists could achieve greater income if they 

produced better quality work. 

Another organization at work in the Southwest was the 

Indian Arts Fund. The Indian Arts Fund was founded in 1925 

in Santa Fe by a group of humanists (calling themselves "one 

of several do-good-for-Indians agencies," Indian Arts Fund 

1966:3) headed by anthropologist Dr. Harry Mera and Kenneth 

Chapman from the Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe. 

This group was concerned that the finest examples of 

Southwest Indian pottery were being lost to the tourist 

market; it was "determined to gather and hold for future 

generations of both the Indians and ourselves, a 

representative collection of the arts and crafts of all the 

Indian tribes of the Southwest" (Chapman 1931:399). The 

Indian Arts Fund met its goal by raising money to purchase 

fine Indian art, initially only pottery. The Indian Arts 

Fund also invited Indian artists to view its collections, 

hoping this would encourage them to copy "the best work of 

an earlier generation of Indians of the same land" (Indian 

Arts Fund 1966:8) . As did the Museum of Northern Arizona, 
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the Indian Arts Fund believed that Indian art should strive 

to look backward to discover quality. 

Along with the federal government and philanthropic 

groups, museums were operating around the Southwest as well. 

In the 1880s, the Bureau of American Ethnology, Harvard 

University, and the Berlin Museum, among others, sent 

representatives to buy tribal collections for study directly 

from traders and the Indians themselves (Wade 1985:171). It 

has already been mentioned how Thomas Keam helped museums 

with their collections of Indian art. In the early part of 

the twentieth century, museums sponsored exhibitions of 

their Indian art collections, often in conjunction with 

sales of Indian art. According to the Committee on Indian 

Arts and Crafts, museums helped promote the public's 

interest in and knowledge of Indian art along with the 

artists, traders, dealers, and humanists. 

Two trends during the early part of the twentieth 

century also affected the interest of philanthropists in 

Indian arts. One trend occurring in the world of Indian 

painting was the Santa Fe movement from 1919 to 1932. 

The Santa Fe movement was twofold: it helped to 
bring arts forth from the obscurity that had 
been caused by stupid, sometimes apparently 
vicious, policy at the hands of government 
agents and by the broadside impact of an alien 
culture; and it femulated and advanced methods 
by which remains of the finest examples of the 
arts that had gone before might be rescued and 
preserved from increasing destruction. The 
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movement began as an immediate campaign of 
calling attention of the public to the 
unrecognized treasure of Southwestern Indian art 
through voicing pleas for its continuance (Dunn 
1968:224). 

Dorothy Dunn established the Studio, the fine arts program 

for Native Americans at the Santa Fe Indian School, and 

directed it from 1932 to 1937. She became extremely 

influential in the artistic styles of early 20th century 

Indian painters. She mirrored Mary-Russell's belief about 

the decline of Indian arts, "Tepees, canoes, war bonnets, 

scalp locks, swastikas, gaudy colors, arrowheads, peace 

pipes, and *ugh-ughs' have all become synonymous with the 

American Indian" (Bernstein 1995:3). 

According to Dunn, the Santa Fe movement can be traced 

to a speech given in 1919 by Ernest Blumenschein and Bert 

Phillips, founders of the artists' colony at Taos. In this 

speech, Blumenschein and Phillips encouraged the recognition 

of Indian crafts as fine art (Dunn 1968:225). A series of 

exhibitions, including several at the Museum of New Mexico, 

the annual exhibition of the New York Society of Independent 

Artists (held at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York), the 

American Museum of Natural History in New York and the Arts 

Club In Chicago, culminated with the opening of the 

Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts in 1931. Dunn describes 

the Exposition: 
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Some fifty museums, colleges, and 
private collectors of the nation 
enthusiastically lent items for 
exhibition .... Not since the Indian 
Congress at the Trans-Mississippi 
Exposition at Omaha in 1898 had an 
effort been made to present the American 
Indian as a functioning, vital member of 
the national scene until this remarkable 
modern exposition opened in New York . . 
. . Never before had the Indian been 
completely recognized as a full-statured 
artist in several fields (1968:234). 

The influence the Exposition had on Indian art was profound: 

"The Exposition was intended to influence easterner's 

perceptions of Indian people and their arts. Its sponsors 

sought to ally Indians with the period's romantic discourse 

on art rather than with the interests of commerce, with the 

elite rather than the masses. The New York event was 

described as the first exhibition of * Indian Art as art, not 

ethnography'" (Bernstein 1995:4). Indian art was beginning 

to be viewed as art for its own sake, not as a reflection of 

culture. 

A final influence on the changing attitudes towards 

Indian art was that of the Arts and Crafts Movement. 

William Morris started this movement in England in the 1870s 

as a protest against the mass production introduced by 

industrialism. His goal was to restore quality to English 

handmade crafts. "Morris felt crafts had been compromised 

by mass production, so he and his group printed their own 

books by hand, made wallpaper and wove fabric. One of the 
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most important by-products of this movement was the belief 

that crafts could be art" (Wyckoff 1990:71). The Arts and 

Crafts movement in England spurred an interest in the 

handmade objects of the "primitive" American Indians because 

"Native American craft arts reflected the Victorian era 

interest in handmade objects and the rejection of 

industrialization" (Howard and Pardue 1996:7). 

The opening of the Rookwood Pottery in the United 

States brought the Arts and Crafts Movement to America. 

Founded in 1880 by a group of wealthy women from Cincinnati, 

the Rookwood Pottery helped establish pottery as an art form 

in the 1890s. 

Rookwood pottery was exhibited in the 
Palace of Fine Arts at the Coliombian 
Exposition in Chicago in 1893 . . . and 
two years later Nampeyo demonstrated 
pottery at the Santa Fe Railroad Fair, 
also held in Chicago .... Thus, a 
precedent had already been established 
for Hopi-Tewa pottery as an art form. 
The Indian-art pottery relationship was 
further reinforced by the Rookwood 
Indian portrait series produced in 1898. 
. . . By the 1920s art pottery for home 
and garden was part of American decor; 
and Rookwood pottery was given formally 
to Heads of States. . . . It is not 
surprising, therefore, given the 
prestige of individually crafted 
pottery, that in 1919 the School of 
American Research, and later the Museum 
of Northern Arizona, would desire to 
promote Hopi-Tewa pottery as an art form 
(McKenna 1983:29-30). 
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According to McKenna, Mary-Russell, encouraged by the Arts 

and Crafts Movement in America, was attempting to establish 

Hopi pottery as art. 

This, then, was the nature of Native American arts and 

crafts in the Southwest in the early part of the twentieth 

century, and it was within this milieu that Mary-Russell 

worked. As a philanthropist/humanist, the Coltons 

established the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition as a response to 

what they believed to be a terrible problem for the Indians 

generally and the Hopis specifically: the danger of losing 

not only their art, but also their culture. 

Mary-Russell echoed the beliefs of the humanists 

repeatedly. She referred to Indian art as "a genuine living 

expression of our Southwestern native peoples . " 

(1938:4)(emphasis mine) and believed that "[t]he art of a 

people is only of value in so long as it maintains a 

distinct pure bred character" (1930a:1), the value being 

that art represented culture; if the art were to 

deteriorate, so would the culture itself. In 1931 she 

wrote, "Today, we find [the Hopis] practicing the arts of 

their ancestors; to the archaeologist, they are a living 

link with the prehistoric past of Northern Arizona" 

(1931a:l). Preserving Hopi art was an important link to 

helping modern man understand the culture of prehistoric 
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Indians of the Southwest, not necessarily the Indians of the 

20th century. 

Ultimately, Mary-Russell believed that other cultures 

contributed to our own; "All these native arts are rich 

contributions toward our mutual culture" (1934:6). In 1931, 

she wrote, "The Museum has taken up this work [the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition] for their next door neighbors in an 

effort to preserve, for our mutual culture, a gem of true 

American art" (1931a:l). Working to preserve Native 

American art was not entirely altruistic on the Colton's 

part; non-Indian cultures benefitted as well. 

The Coltons did not stop there, however. Mary-Russell 

in particular believed that it was their duty as concerned 

friends of the Indians to rectify the situation of declining 

craft arts. In 1938 she wrote, 

If Indian art is to continue as a 
genuine living expression of our 
Southwestern native peoples the Museum 
believes that it is absolutely essential 
for all the scientific institutions and 
the influential Indian Traders of the 
Southwest to cooperate closely in a 
program for the encouragement and 
maintenance of these Arts (1938:19). 

There was no question in Mary-Russell's mind that Indian 

arts would survive only with help from non-Indians. 

While Mary-Russell criticized the influence of the 

tourists and traders on Indian art, she saw no contradiction 
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in her efforts to improve Hopi art according to her own 

ideals. In 1934, she stated. 

In their purity of design and adherence 
to the old methods of manufacture and in 
their ethnological correctness of both 
production and type, lie their greatest 
charm and their claim to a high place 
among the folk arts of the world. The 
introduction of new forms in pottery and 
basketry by outside influence is 
extremely dangerous and should not be 
encouraged. Any such change should be 
the invention of the craftsman himself, 
for art, like other forms of human 
enterprise, is never static (np). 

Later in that same article, Mary-Russell wrote, "The charm 

of a native art lies in its contrast to modern mechanical 

methods and its wonderful primitive invention and 

utilization of the natural materials at hand" (np) (emphasis 

hers). For Mary-Russell, the art lost its charm when it 

lost its primitive nature and when unnatural or introduced 

materials were used. 

Mary-Russell believed that the culprit responsible for 

the introduction of "modern mechanical methods" and non-

natural materials was the Indian arts trader. The traders, 

interested primarily in making money, encouraged cheap, 

mass-produced articles and were less interested in helping 

the public gain a true appreciation of Hopi art and, by 

extension, the Hopis themselves. Mary-Russell condemned 

this commercialization of Indian art as one of the major 

causes of its decline. 
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As you are all aware, a gradual 
degeneration in Indian Arts has been 
taking place over a long period. This 
is due to a series of complicated causes 
- chief of which are, lack of 
intelligent appreciation of the Indian 
as an artist and consequent cheap 
commercialization of his products. His 
markets have been extremely limited. 
The advertising which he has received 
has displayed him as a curiosity rather 
than a people possessing a folk art rich 
in drama and the creative arts 
(1931b:l). 

Mary-Russell was adamant about whose responsibility it 

was to turn the tide of the commercialization of Indian art: 

Like all native people in the process of 
readjustment, [Native Americans'] art 
has a tendency to absorb the worst 
rather than the best, from the dominant 
civilization that has surrounded them. 
It behooves this dominant civilization 
to lend every assistance and 
encouragement to its native people to 
maintain the purity of its beautiful 
peasant arts and bring with it a worthy 
contribution to the new era (1930a:2). 

The Coltons and, by extension, the Museum, were required to 

attempt to save Hopi artwork. 

Thus, one of Mary-Russell's envisioned goals for the 

Museum of Northern Arizona would be to prevent what she 

believed was a decline in Hopi arts and crafts. According 

to Eaton (1994), Mary-Russell "defined the Museum's 

responsibility as using its resources to 'save and improve' 

Hopi art forms, and to encourage innovation with traditional 

Hopi designs in new uses" (25) . 
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Mary-Russell and the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

One of Mary-Russell's responses to the "degeneration" 

of Hopi arts was the establishment of what she referred to 

as "a piece of work with the Hopi Indians which I had longed 

to undertake for years" (1930b:l): the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition. "Its purpose is to stimulate the Indian to 

preserve and perpetuate the best in his arts and at the same 

time to put him directly in touch with the type of customer 

able to appreciate the quality of his craftsmanship" 

(1930b:l). The "type of customer" Mary-Russell envisioned 

ultimately emerged as a collector of fine Native American 

art. 

In an article published in Southern California 

Business, Mary-Russell described her reasoning for 

establishing the exhibition: 

In July, the first annual exhibition of 
Indian art, "The Hopi Craftsman," was 
held at the Museum of Northern Arizona, 
in the galleries of the Museum of 
Flagstaff. This exhibition was held . . 
. for the purpose of stimulating Indian 
art, and improving the workmanship of 
the Hopi craftsmen. Our Pueblo weavers, 
basket-makers and potters of the Painted 
Desert are in danger of becoming victims 
of a demand for mass production. Due to 
an increasing tourist trade in small 
inexpensive pieces, workmanship is 
degenerating, and characteristic Indian 
forms are being replaced by nondescript 
and hybrid articles. The Indian artist 
must find it worth his while to produce 
a superior article of artistic value. 
He is keenly aware of artistic quality. 

It is the Museum's aim to put the 
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craftsman in touch with a public which 
will appreciate an always limited supply 
of rare American handicraft (1930c:24) , 

Mary-Russell's comments on the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition clarify her true goal in establishing the show. 

She believed not only that she could but that she must 

create a new class of buyer: the collector of fine Native 

American art. Such a buyer would pay higher prices for fine 

pieces, which would encourage Native American artists to 

strive for higher quality. The trick was to bring the two 

together, and Mary-Russell intended to do just that through 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition. 

To this end, Mary-Russell also wanted to increase the 

recognition of the Hopis as individual artists and not as 

nameless, faceless assembly lines. In the Working 

Directions for the Hopi Craftsman, she wrote. 

Interpreter will explain that the Museum 
wishes to build up the individual 
reputations of the Craftsmen so that 
people coming to the exhibition each 
year will ask for the baskets of 'so and 
so' and the weaving or pottery of 'such 
and such' a craftsman. Interpreter will 
tell the people that Mrs. Colton and the 
Museum strongly urge every craftsman to 
put his or her mark or name on every 
piece of their work. In this way the 
people will remember them and come to 
know their work (1931b:np). 

In addition to providing individual recognition for a 

specific artist, the act of putting a name or mark on a 

piece validates that piece as being more than a mere 
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trinket; it elevates the piece to a work of art, whether 

fine or folk. Interestingly, tourists today prefer signed 

pots, even inexpensive ones. 

Even though Mary-Russell insisted that the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition was not a commercial venture, but 

rather a scientific and artistic one (1930d), her impetus in 

establishing the show included a desire to stimulate sales 

of Hopi art work. In the same report, she states, "(We 

should) see that better things are made and (both Indians 

and traders) get better prices for them" (2). Mary-Russell 

was interested in improving the art work, but she realized 

that the artists needed an incentive for improvement; money 

provided that incentive. Although she unfailingly stated 

that her interest in reviving Hopi art rested solely on her 

interest in preserving Hopi art forms, she nevertheless knew 

that the commercial aspect of the art was an important — if 

not necessary — factor in that preservation. 

Mary-Russell did not approach new projects carelessly, 

as her approach to establishing the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition attests. She wrote in Plateau in 1953: 

The decision to organize an annual exhibition 
for the Hopi Indian people of northern Arizona 
was a momentous one, for actually it involved an 
ethnological study of the Hopi, which has now 
been carried on for many years and has brought 
forth most interesting results in varied fields 
of research (64). 
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In an early report to the Museum's Board of Trustees, Mary-

Russell also outlined several concerns she had with how the 

Show would be run, the main one being that, since all the 

articles on display would also be for sale, they should only 

be of the finest quality. Mary-Russell's emphasis on the 

high quality of the pieces is emphasized throughout her 

notes, letters, articles, and instructions on the Hopi Show. 

One thing that concerned Mary-Russell was to set the 

prices for the pieces at a level that would help the Indian 

artists without hurting the traders. At first glance, Mary-

Russell's idea would appear to be one of supply and demand -

- simple economics. Better quality artwork would command 

better prices, which would then encourage better quality. 

Interestingly, however, Mary-Russell did not view the 

Museum's role in improving Hopi art as being economic at 

all. In her Report to the Board of Trustees (1930d), she 

emphatically states, "We are scientific and artistic, not 

commercial. We have no desire to undercut prices or to go 

into the selling end of the proposition more than absolutely 

necessary" (2) . She viewed the Museum's role as that of the 

middleman. In that same report, she stated, "(We should) 

see that better things are made and (both Indians and 

traders) get better prices for them" (1930d:2). In her 

mind, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was not a fundraiser for 
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the Museum, but for the Hopi artists; in that sense, she did 

not view it as a commercial enterprise. 

Her care in approaching the Hopi people is reflected 

in her Working Directions for the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition: 

In order to hold a successful Indian 
Arts exhibition, a Museum must know the 
habits of the native people with whom 
they intend to deal. The personal 
element counts strongly with the Indian, 
it is necessary for the Museum's agent 
to be patient and sympathetic and to 
understand the material which is to be 
collected. The Indian must become 
accustomed to seeing him about, so that 
they at once identify him with the work 
of the Museum. Therefore, much 
preliminary work is necessary. The 
Museum's worker must visit all the 
principal artizans [sic] in every 
village, not once, but several times 
during the year so as to keep this 
important affair constantly before the 
minds of the people (1931b:np). 

This personal touch of visiting the artists and collecting 

their art pieces in person was to become a unique aspect of 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition and demonstrates the extent of 

Mary-Russell's commitment to improving Hopi art. 

The decision having been made, Mary-Russell related 

the first trip she made to the Hopi Mesas with Lyndon 

Hargrave, Assistant Director of the Museum, and Edmund 
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Nequatewa^ on March 14, 1930, in a report to the Board of 

Trustees dated May 8, 1930. According to Mary-Russell, "We 

made no effort to collect, but devoted time to making 

friends and spreading the idea" (1930d:l). During this 

first trip, which lasted five days, they called on Mr. 

Miller at Keams Canyon, who was the Superintendent of the 

Hopi Reservation, and asked for his help in setting aside a 

storage place to store the collected art pieces. They 

proceeded to spend five days visiting all the towns on two 

of the mesas, distributing prize lists and circulars 

announcing the Exhibition. Apparently, they met with some 

success, since Mary-Russell wrote, "Well received; several 

chiefs have declared themselves for the Project" (1930d:l). 

Interestingly, on this first trip they also met with 

"a friendly opposition from Lorenzo Hubbell (Trader at Lower 

Oraibi - Kiakochomovi). He takes the attitude that it will 

be detrimental to the trader to raise the standard of Indian 

art work, as the customer will then desire only the finest 

pieces and there will be little sale for the mediocre stuff" 

(1930d:l). This statement beautifully illustrates the 

• Edmund Nequatewa (1880 (?) - 1969), a Hopi from Mishongnovi, was one of 
the first two Hopi custodians of the Museum of Northern Arizona; the other 
was Jimmy Kewanwytewa. As custodians, the two met visitors at the Museum 
and acted as tour guides, often providing explanations of the exhibits. In 
addition, Kewanwytewa carved kachina dolls at the Museiom while Nequatewa 
wrote down Hopi legends and folklore, publishing them in Truth of a Hopi in 
1936. He also contributed articles to Plateau magazine about Hopi art and 
culture. 
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conflict between humanists and traders. Lorenzo Hubbell, a 

well-respected trader who had helped create a market for 

Navajo rugs, makes it clear that his interest lay in the 

bottom line. 

Mary-Russell's response to Hubbell's stance was to 

make an impassioned plea for the necessity of quality 

workmanship, a plea that would be repeated over and over and 

which outlined the problems as she saw them with the Hopi 

artwork: 

It is true that the tourist customer will buy 
once a bowl which looks well when he makes the 
purchase, but when he takes it home, does he not 
feel cheated when the beautiful design rubs off? 
Will he return again and again for such an 
article? How will he feel when he happily 
carries home a wedding belt andafterwards finds 
that it is not like the beautiful old one in the 
museum, it is woven and not plaited; his striped 
bed blanket is a coarse crooked thing and the 
colors are muddy; the wedding dress is woven of 
ordinary cotton string and not of soft creamy 
white (hand) spun yarn; his baskets are so very 
different too - the weaving is so coarse, the 
colors fade and the rims are casually attached. 
Will this customer return? I have known many 
like him 

I say (that) unless the traders get behind 
better workmanship this unavoidable comparison 
is going to be a detriment to the trader. (We 
should) see that better things are made and 
(both Indians and traders) get better prices for 
them. All art has a tendency to degenerate - to 
go down hill; it needs jacking up and practical 
encouragement (1930d:l-2). 

This "practical encouragement" was to be provided in part by 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition. 
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When it came time to begin planning the first Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition, Mary-Russell's attention to detail is 

evidenced by a document she prepared for the 1931 Exhibition 

entitled "How to Run an Indian Arts Exhibition: Working 

Directions for 'The Hopi Craftsman.'" In it, she outlined 

the entire process of running the show, from sending out 

prize lists and newspaper articles to preparing the forms 

used in the Day Book of Sales, to ordering the Blue, Red and 

Green ribbons to be given as first, second, and 

honorable mention prizes. She also described the trips to 

the mesas to collect pieces directly from the artists for 

the show and to discuss the show with the Hopis. 

The trips to the mesas took place from May to October. 

During the first trip in May, Mary-Russell, accompanied by 

Museum Staff, visited the mesas to promote the show and also 

as a preliminary collecting trip. The second trip took 

place in June; on this trip the majority of the pieces were 

collected, and several artists were selected to attend the 

Exhibition as demonstrators of their art. The final trip in 

October provided an opportunity "to talk over the craftmen's 

[sic] problems with them and discuss the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition for the coming year" (1931b:np) . 

In a letter written to the Hopis in 1930 regarding the 

first Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, Mary-Russell outlined her 

ideas for how the artwork would be collected and cared for 
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during the Exhibition. She especially wanted the Hopis to 

understand that it would not cost them anything to show 

their work in the Exhibition. The Museum took full 

responsibility for the pieces collected from the mesas. The 

Museum handled packing the pieces, storing them in a 

warehouse in one of the villages until the last trip in 

June, shipping them to Flagstaff, and returning any unsold 

pieces to the artists. Concerned about the Hopis' financial 

situations, the Museum even agreed to pay the owner for a 

lost or broken piece. In return, the Hopis were asked to 

bring their finest work — "those that may take prizes" — 

to the Coltons and to set fair prices for their pieces. 

Mary-Russell added. 

As the Museum takes all the risk of 
packing and shipping all things sent to 
the exhibition and of paying for 
anything that is broken on the way, or, 
while there — they urge the people to 
put moderate prices on their work as it 
costs them nothing to send their work or 
to have it sold for them. The Museum 
cannot accept goods that are priced 
beyond reason, especially pottery which 
is a great risk to us — (1930e:np). 

As Mary-Russell had pointed out earlier, the Exhibition was 

a scientific and artistic enterprise, not a commercial one. 

Although she expressed concern about the pricing, she 

ultimately left the economics to the Hopis, the traders, and 

the market. 
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The First Annual Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was held on 

July 2 - 9, 1930, in the Museum, which at that time was 

located in the Flagstaff Women's Club (Westheimer 1994). In 

that first Exhibition, 212 items were siobmitted, either by 

Hopis or, in some cases, by traders. More than half of 

those (113) won a first, second, or Honorable Mention 

ribbon. A prize list from the first show demonstrates the 

wide variety of artwork being displayed; items ranged from 

small ollas and cook pots to water carriers and pottery 

platters, wide brim bowls, wash pans, globular jars, an 

embroidered wedding robe, leggings, rugs, bracelets, a 

beaded headband — the list goes on. Pieces were arranged 

by village with the name of the village displayed above them 

(1931b:np). 

According to the Working Directions, the Exhibition 

provided more than merely a display and judging of 

contemporary Hopi art. Unlike most of today's Indian Art 

Shows, the first Hopi Craftsman Exhibition attempted to 

educate the public not only about how the pieces were made 

but also how they were used in Hopi culture, and to provide 

some understanding of Hopi culture as well. To this end, 

Mary-Russell invited craftsmen to demonstrate their art 

techniques during the Exhibition. These artists included 

one weaver, two basket makers from Second and Third Mesas, a 

potter, and a silversmith; there is no mention of a kachina 
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doll carver in the 1931 Working Directions. The 

demonstrators worked four hours a day producing pieces and 

answering visitors' guestions, and were provided with a tent 

to sleep in and meals during the six days of the exhibition. 

The demonstrators at the First Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

were Sequoptewa, a weaver from Hotevilla; June Nequatewa and 

Blanche (last name unknown) , two basket weavers from 

Shungopovi; and Pansy, a basketweaver from Oraibi (Museum of 

Northern Arizona 1931:2). 

Along with Hopi artist demonstrators, the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition featured educational labels placed with 

the pieces offered for sale which explained what materials 

were used in making the pieces, how they were made, and how 

they were used; and small educational exhibitions of 

materials and methods used by the Hopi Craftsmen (1931b:np). 

These materials included dye plants, pottery paints and 

utensils, basketry materials, and cotton and wool threads 

and weaving implements. Finally, "Museum Notes on Hopi 

material will be offered free during Exhibition. Have piles 

of these notes on table in convenient place with 'Free' 

sign" (1931b:np). True to her word, the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition was not solely a commercial enterprise; rather, 

it endeavored to present Hopi artists within the context of 

their culture. The value of the art depended on its 
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connection to this culture; therefore, the visitors needed 

to be educated about Hopi culture as well as Hopi art. 

In addition to these educational displays, Mary-

Russell mentioned an exhibit of antique Hopi articles "whose 

revival the Museum wishes to encourage" (1931b:np). 

Apparently, such articles (she did not say what they were) 

had fallen into disuse and were not being produced. Such an 

exhibit would reinforce Mary-Russell's attempts to encourage 

the Hopis to revive older art styles, techniques, and 

articles. Perhaps her hope was that such a display would 

educate not the buying public so much as the Hopi artists 

who came to the Show. 

The first Exhibition was a success; in 1931, Mary-

Russell wrote, "Much progress has been made, and the 

Indians, found to be true artists, are responding 

enthusiastically" (1931a:l). Plans for the Second Annual 

Show were underway. The Second Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

had an additional benefit for the Hopis; in November, 1931, 

an Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts was to be held in New 

York City, and Mary-Russell had been asked to collect the 

Hopi material for it. Mary-Russell describes the 

Exposition: "The 'Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts' in New 

York is the largest thing ever held for Indians. Collections 

will be made from all the Indian peoples in the United 

States and from the traders and loan collections of old art 
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from the museums" (1931a) . The Hopi artists responded; at 

the Second Annual Show, "375 pieces were entered in the 

exhibition, representing some 49 different classes, in each 

of which a first and second prize of money and an honorable 

mention were awarded" (Bartlett 1931:1). This show 

generated $2,000 in actual sales and initiated orders for 

more pieces (Bartlett) . The Hopi Craftsman Show was a 

success and it became a permanent program of the Museum of 

Northern Arizona. 
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Mary-Russell's Influence on Hopi Crafts 

While the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition had been 

successful in developing a market for higher quality — and 

therefore higher priced — Hopi crafts, the Hopis still 

needed to be convinced that such a market existed, and they 

needed some form of encouragement to continue to improve 

their work for this market. After the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition was established, Mary-Russell continued to be 

proactive in her efforts to work with Hopi artists. Through 

its judging process, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition provided 

a way to measure improvements in pottery, weavings, baskets, 

and other crafts; however, in Mary-Russell's mind, the Hopis 

had to be individually encouraged, and in some cases, needed 

her personal assistance, to continue to produce such high 

quality work. According to Eaton, "[Mary-Russell] Colton, 

and therefore the Museum, took the position that there was a 

'right' way for Hopi arts to be done and expounded on this 

idea at every opportunity" (Eaton 1994:26). The 

announcement for the third Hopi Craftsman in 1932 sent out 

to the Hopis leaves no doubt as to just what Mary-Russell 

believed to be the "right way" to make Hopi crafts: 

Weavers! Wash your wool clean, that the 
white stripes in your blankets will be 
white, not gray! Spin your yarn evenly 
and without knots! Evenly woven 
blankets sell better. Use your own 
vegetable dyes whenever you can. Weave 
your cotton garments of all hand spun 
cotton, not string warp they sell 
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better. Basket Makers! Use only 
vegetable dyes; we cannot accept baskets 
dyed with analine dyes. Potters! Use 
care and see that your designs do not 
rub off. We cannot accept pottery with 
designs that rub off. Make old shapes 
of pottery for exhibition (emphasis 
hers). 

The yearly trips to the mesas provided an opportunity 

for the Museum to promote its agenda in improving Hopi 

crafts. Here, the Museum could directly influence the type 

of art being produced: 

If material is not of best quality, it 
is not to be accepted. Maker must be 
told that Museum agent feels sure that 
the maker can do better, as only the 
best stands a chance to win a prize. In 
such a case, the maker will almost 
always withdraw work and promise to have 
a better piece on the return of the 
expedition in June (1931b:np). 

A trip was made after the Exhibition to return unsold pieces 

and to allow Mary-Russell to meet with individual artists to 

discuss ways for them to improve their work (Colton 1933). 

Mary-Russell also felt that the artists could improve 

their work by returning to more "traditional" methods of art 

production. She believed that "the demand for mass 

production has caused the Hopi craftsman to accept a number 

of labor saving short cuts exceedingly detrimental to his 

art" (Colton 1938). These "short cuts" included commercial 

dyes that had replaced natural colors, quickly produced 

pottery that was not well-shaped or painted, and the use of 

materials introduced by non-Hopis. Labor-saving devices 
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allowed the Indians to produce more goods for the tourist 

trade. To Mary-Russell, however, anything that had been 

introduced to the Indians by Europeans, whether material 

goods or methods of production, was not considered part of 

the "traditional" way of producing crafts; therefore, use of 

non-native materials and production methods in Indian crafts 

was to be discouraged. These materials included synthetic 

dyes and paints, wool from introduced Merino sheep, and 

cotton obtained from cotton batting or cotton string. 

Additionally, she disapproved of new forms that played no 

role in early Indian life, such as ashtrays, flower vases, 

and salt and pepper shakers. 

Bernstein describes Mary-Russell's attitude toward the 

importance of tradition in making Indian crafts as 

"intentional archaicism." 

Intentional archaicism happens because 
buyers pay more for an older pot than a 
newer piece. The older piece comes from 
the past, a time when Indian cultures 
were not yet polluted with European 
ideas; therefore these pots are thought 
to be more "Indian". In addition, the 
European and American market values the 
antique and antiquity more than the 
contemporary and modern (Bernstein 1993: 
90-91). 

Mary-Russell's encouragement — even exhortation — of Hopi 

artists to return to earlier methods of art production 

mirrors this belief that older methods produced crafts that 

were truer to "traditional" Hopi art than modern methods 
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that used labor saving devices. She shared this attitude 

with many other non-Indians during the early years of the 

20th century. 

The archaeological and historic record 
is one of eighteen hundred years of 
dynamic change in the Southwest. 
Nonetheless, anthropologists and museum 
curators continually urged potters to 
look backward, not forward, to preserve 
their culture. Pots became the imagined 
Puebloan past, an embodiment of its 
permanence and unchangeability 
(Bernstein 1993:92-93). 

However, Mary-Russell did not appear to be very 

interested in maintaining the cultural traditions 

surrounding the making of Indian crafts. To an Indian 

artist, the act of making a piece of pottery or a basket 

involves more than the materials and methods used; it 

involves a way of thinking. Dextra Quotskuyva, arguably the 

best Hopi potter alive today and a descendant of Nampeyo, 

describes this thought process: 

There are a lot of things you sacrifice 
[to be a potter.] You need to almost 
surrender yourself to what you're doing. 
You are talking to clay all the time. 
It's just like you're talking to another 
person. Once clay gets hold of you, you 
drop everything. The clay has a lot of 
energy. Even if you go on a trip 
somewhere, the clay is there, and the 
clay wants you home. It's got that 
energy to pull you back. And if you're 
not feeling right, or if there is 
something that bothers you, you have to 
purify yourself. I shut off everything, 
and I'm just in my own world. Once you 
start feeling that way, the clay wants 
to work along with you, and lets you 
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make this beautiful pot (Struever 
1996:61). 

Milland Lomakema, Director of the Hopi Craftsman Guild 

on Second Mesa, echoes this approach to creating a piece of 

art. "[Hopi] art does not come out of dreams, it doesn't 

come out of your head as a new creation; it comes out of our 

culture. It represents everything about the Hopi [such as] 

their ceremonies. It's very meaningful, very important, 

very cultural, art" (interview on May 29, 1996) . 

Mary-Russell's approach to improving Hopi art 

indicates that she did not consider this aspect of producing 

Hopi art to be important. Nowhere in Mary-Russell's 

writings about Hopi crafts does she suggest that making 

Indian art required anything more than "traditional" (read 

non-European) materials and shapes. She promoted the use of 

what she considered to be traditional materials and 

techniques, yet she apparently did not attempt to ground the 

methods and techniques in Hopi culture. Thus, although she 

did help to improve Hopi pottery, baskets, and weavings, 

Mary-Russell failed to help Hopi artists give meaning to the 

production of their art. This section will explore how 

Mary-Russell went about encouraging Hopi craftspeople to 

improve their work. 

In 1938, Mary-Russell wrote an article for Plateau in 

which she discussed how Hopi crafts had traditionally been 

made and the current state of the crafts. This article 
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provides insight into what she saw as some of the major 

problems with how these crafts were being produced. Her main 

concerns revolved around what she considered to be the 

deteriorating state of pottery, woven goods of wool and 

cotton, and baskets. Each of these crafts will be examined 

individually. 

Weaving 

The color of the yarn used in Hopi weavings was quite 

important to Mary-Russell's aesthetic appreciation of these 

weavings, and she viewed the use of commercial dyes instead 

of traditional vegetable dyes as one of the major detriments 

to quality weaving. Vegetable dyes produced "soft and 

beautiful shades" (Colton 1938:19) which more closely fit 

Mary-Russell's ideal Hopi blanket. She pointed out that 

weavings produced by the Hopis consisted of four types of 

colors: natural wool colors (black, white, brown, and gray); 

natural cotton color ("creamy white"); colors obtained from 

using local plants (yellow, orange, red, purple, green and 

black); and natural indigo and possibly cochineal (Colton 

1938) . Since these were the "original" colors used in Hopi 

weaving, Mary-Russell believed they should be the only 

colors used; she did not approve of anything that smacked of 

synthetic — and therefore non-traditional — materials. 

One example of her disapproval can be found in her 

attitude towards the indigo dye the Hopis were using. 
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According to Mary-Russell, a synthetic indigo had replaced 

the natural indigo the Hopis formerly obtained through trade 

with Mexico. To replace this synthetic indigo, Mary-Russell 

obtained natural indigo from India, imported it, and sold it 

to the weavers at cost. She goes on to say, "Weavers were 

assured of a demand for vegetable dye blankets, and a price 

commensurate with the extra labor involved in production. 

Substantial prizes were offered" (Colton 1938:19). In other 

words, Mary-Russell would go to any length to assure the 

preservation of native crafts, even if it meant importing 

materials from a foreign country. She showed little concern 

that something had disappeared from Hopi culture, namely, 

the trading that had once occurred with people from Mexico. 

Additionally, note that her method of persuasion simply 

involved offering more money for the product, and not an 

encouragement to return to older craft production methods. 

Mary-Russell also believed the Hopi's cotton weavings 

needed improvement. She was particularly concerned that 

weavers were making fewer hand-spun cotton products but were 

instead again relying on "labor saving devices." Hopis no 

longer raised their own cotton; instead, they were using 

cotton batting provided by the traders. Also, spinning 

cotton for use in weavings proved too time-consuming for the 

money it brought in. Instead, weavers were using ordinary 

cotton string as the warp in their blankets. To Mary-
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Russell, "This practice is a great detriment to the 

beautiful cotton textiles, which were formerly of such a 

lovely creamy tone and interesting texture" (Colton 

1938:19). 

To encourage the production of hand-spun cotton 

textiles, in October of 1930 Mary-Russell turned her 

attention to finding long staple Pima cotton, "the best type 

for use in hand spun cotton textiles" (Colton 1930f) for the 

weavers to use. In a letter to Lorenzo Hubbell, Jr., the 

trader at Oraibi, Mary-Russell reminded him, "As you know, I 

have been greatly interested in having the Indians use the 

hand spun cotton thread in their work" (1930a). She 

acquired the Pima cotton from a distributor in Phoenix and 

sent 40 pounds to Hubbell and Tom Pavatea, the Hopi trader 

at Polacca, for them to distribute to the Hopi weavers. She 

also experimented with native dyes for the cotton used in 

Hopi weavings, which led to the publication of her book Hopi 

Dyes in 1965. Again, Mary-Russell was less concerned that 

Hopis were not maintaining their traditional crops, but was 

more interested simply in the end product. 

Pottery 

According to Mary-Russell, 

Pottery has shown more degeneration than 
any other Hopi art, principally because 
of the carelessness of the maker and the 
demand by the curio dealer for small 
non-descript articles which can be 
produced with little labor and in large 
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quantities. Pottery was thick and 
usually underfired. The black design 
was not permanent and rubbed off easily. 
Firing was careless and decorated 
pottery often showed fire marks. Old 
forms were giving place to inferior 
hodge-podge (Colton 1938:20). 

In the case of pottery, however, Mary-Russell found she had 

little influence in providing traditional materials, since 

the problem as she saw it rested mainly on how pottery was 

being made and not on the materials being used. Therefore, 

she had to encourage the makers by providing them with an 

incentive. The Hopi Craftsman Exhibition provided the 

perfect incentive, and Mary-Russell used it to bring 

pressure on the potters. In Mary-Russell's mind, the Museiam 

was merely renewing "interest and pride in craftsmanship"; 

however, the means to achieving this renewal was nothing 

less than economic coercion. Thus, "Old types [of pottery], 

thin walled, well fired with painted designs permanently 

fired on, were stressed. Inferior pieces were never 

accepted for exhibition" (Colton 1938:20). Mary-Russell 

provided no other help with improving the pottery, although 

Dr. Colton "talked with the potters about their problems 

with firing pottery and why the black paint they made rubbed 

off, and he made suggestions about improving both" (Bartlett 

1977:13). 

It is interesting to note another problem Mary-Russell 

encountered with pottery making; she claimed that "the 
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manufacture of old utility wares was rapidly becoming a lost 

art" (1938:20). Mary-Russell bemoaned the loss of these 

"large decorative forms," but her solution to the problem 

had little bearing on renewing "pride of craftsmanship" or 

promoting Hopi culture. Her solution was purely economic: 

"Large premiums are being offered for pieces suitable for 

garden pottery" (1938:21). This statement would appear to 

contradict her ideas about quality Hopi art. First, she is 

relying solely on economics to encourage production of 

something, which is a commercial — not scientific or 

artistic — approach. Second, she is encouraging the 

production of traditional forms for non-traditional 

functions for only one reason — to preserve the art form. 

In other words, preservation of traditional forms, not 

functions, was of prime importance. Certainly, Mary-Russell 

did not think that Hopis had need of garden pottery! 

Jewelry 

Prehistoric Indians living in the Southwest produced 

beautiful shell and turquoise jewelry, and other tribes in 

the Southwest, including the Navajos and Zunis, were making 

silver jewelry by the mid-lBOOs. The Hopis did not become 

silversmiths until late in the 19th century, when a Hopi man 

named Sikya-tala learned how to make silver jewelry from a 

Zuni man named Lan-ya-de. Sikya-tala then taught 

Tawahonganiwa, a Shungopovi man, who in turn taught four of 
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his five sons (Colton 1939) . By the time the Hopi village 

of Hotevilla split from Oraibi in 1906, men from all three 

Hopi mesas were creating silver jewelry. According to 

Wright, 

The jewelry these [Hopi] silversmiths 
have left shows their ability as 
craftsmen and a talent for design. The 
style reflects the general tradition of 
silverwork of the Indians of the 
Southwest during the last half of the 
nineteenth century, with elements drawn 
from Plains Indian metalwork, Spanish 
metal and leather work, as well as their 
own motifs and backgrounds (1972:11) . 

The prize list for the first Hopi Craftsman Exhibition in 

1930 mentions several pieces of jewelry, including 

necklaces, rings, a watch fob, earrings, bracelets, 

bowguards, and pendants. 

However, Mary-Russell felt that the jewelry produced 

by the Hopi did not have a distinctive style that set it 

apart from Navajo or Zuni jewelry. In 1939, she announced 

her idea for helping the Hopis create their own silver 

style. 

As the Hopi smith is without tradition, 
other than that borrowed from the Navajo 
and the Zuni, the Museum feels that it 
is quite legitimate to encourage him to 
set up a distinct and characteristic art 
of his own. Their beautiful flowing 
pottery designs, and distinctive textile 
and basketry patterns, offer great 
possibilities for adaptation to silver. 
These forms are to be applied in a 
manner so very simple as to appear 
almost 'modern', which in fact, is the 
true character of Hopi design. Such 
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silver, displayed in a miscellaneous 
collection whose dominant character is a 
labored fussiness of infinite detail, 
could not fail to stand out with 
distinction. Thus the Hopi could make a 
borrowed art their own (1939:32). 

Colton described what steps the Museum had already 

taken to encourage this new, "borrowed" art form. "In order 

to stimulate the manufacture of distinctive Hopi silver, in 

the fall of 1938, the Museum made Hopi silver a major 

project" (1939:36). Mary-Russell described this project in 

a letter she sent to eighteen Hopi silversmiths in the 

spring of 1939: 

The Museum proposes to help the Hopi 
silver smiths in this way. First, we 
are making a set of designs for silver, 
using certain Hopi designs in a new way; 
rings, bracelets, necklaces, etc. An 
order for one of these pieces and the 
design from which it is to be made, will 
be sent to each smith who believes in 
the idea and wishes to work with us. 
These pieces will be displayed in the 
Museum and we will advertise the idea. 
We hope that these designs will help the 
Hopi smiths to understand what we mean 
by asking them to use one of the Hopi 
designs, which has not been used for 
silver before, and that they will then 
begin to make their own Hopi designs 
(emphasis hers) (Wright 1972:42). 

The designs that the Museum sent to the Hopis had been 

created by Virgil Hubert, a non-Hopi who was the Assistant 

Curator of Art at the Museum of Northern Arizona. He 

developed the designs from Hopi pottery and basketry 

designs. While creating the designs, Hubert noted that some 
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of them were particularly suited for applique work (Wright 

1972). 

Although some silversmiths used the designs to create 

jewelry for the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, others rejected 

the designs because they were time-consuming to make and 

required finer tools than many of the silversmiths 

possessed. However, one of the silversmiths who received 

Mary-Russell's letter, Paul Saufkie, along with several 

other silversmiths, was successful in creating jewelry with 

the designs, and Mary-Russell noted that "Some very nice 

pieces are beginning to come in now" (Wright 1972:44). 

The Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was held in 1942 but 

World War II prevented the Museum from holding another one 

until 1947. In 1946, Willard Beatty, Director of Indian 

Education, attended a Hopi crafts exhibit put together by 

Fred Kabotie, a recognized Hopi artist, and other villagers 

from Shungopavi. Aware of the Museum of Northern Arizona's 

efforts to encourage the silversmiths, Beatty met with 

Kabotie and Saufkie and set up a G.I. veterans training 

program consisting of an eighteen month silversmithing 

course for Hopi servicemen. The program provided the Hopi 

participants with the cost of the training and the necessary 

tools, and also paid the living expenses for the smith and 

his family (Wright 1972) . Paul Saufkie was the technical 

instructor and Fred Kabotie the design instructor. The 
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classes used the Museum's designs as well as other designs 

from Hopi culture. According to Wright (1972), many-

techniques emerged from these classes, but the applique 

designs introduced by the Museum of Northern Arizona helped 

to create the overlay style of jewelry for which the Hopis 

are now known. In this technique, a design for an applique 

is cut out of a sheet of silver; the sheet with the cut-out 

design is then soldered on top of a solid sheet of silver, 

creating an overlay. The early work of Mary-Russell and the 

Museum of Northern Arizona was instrumental in helping to 

develop this uniquely Hopi style of jewelry. 

In a sense, Mary-Russell's approach to Hopi arts and 

crafts was not unlike that of the trader and the tourist; 

she had definite ideas about what was truly "Hopi," and her 

ideas centered around the use of traditional materials and 

techniques. Just as tourists expected Indian curios to fit 

the tourists' idea of what was "Indian," thereby influencing 

Indian craftspeople to modify their utilitarian ware to fit 

the market, Mary-Russell wanted the Hopi artists to return 

to making their crafts in the "old" (read traditional) way. 

Like the tourist, she overlooked the culture of the Hopis 

and how their craft production related to their culture. In 

this sense, her work with the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was, 

in fact, artistic; she was working to improve the art for 

art's sake. 
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We have studied Mary-Russell's reasons for launching 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, and have explored the areas 

of Hopi art she worked hardest to improve. Let us turn now 

to the goals and objectives of the Show and how the Museum 

responded to changes in the Indian art market over the 

years. 
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Changes in the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

The original objectives of the show listed in the 1930 

announcement were: 1) to encourage the manufacture of 

objects of artistic and commercial value which had fallen 

into disuse and were becoming rare; 2) to stimulate better 

workmanship; 3) to encourage the development of new forms of 

art of purely Indian design; 4) to create a wider market for 

Hopi goods of the finest type. It could be argued that the 

fourth goal was perhaps the most important one in Mary-

Russell's mind, for without a market for Hopi crafts there 

would be no incentive — in this case, higher prices — for 

artists to improve their art. Once a wider market was 

established, however, the Show would have met its objectives 

and, as a matter of course, would be discontinued. Today, 

the market for Hopi arts is strong enough to provide 

economic support to many Hopi potters, basket weavers, 

kachina doll carvers and jewelers, yet the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition continues to run the first weekend in July. As 

the original objectives were met, the Muse\am shifted the 

goals of the show. This section will study the changes that 

have occurred in the Hopi Show over the years. 

As early as 1931, the Museum announced that it had 

started to turn the tide in the degeneration of Hopi crafts. 

In an article entitled "Indian Art in Arizona" written after 

the Second Annual Hopi Craftsman, Katherine Bartlett wrote. 
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"When the Museum staff went to the [Hopi] Reservation in 

June [of 1931] to select the objects for the exhibit, they 

were gratified to see the great improvement that had been 

made in many lines" (1931:1). In 1934, Dr. Harold Colton 

wrote that "Five annual exhibitions have been held with 

visable [sic] improvement to the Hopi crafts, the people 

have cooperated splendidly" (np). Colton went on to discuss 

at length the improvements apparent in Hopi crafts. One 

example was the pottery; earlier problems included designs 

that rubbed off and thick, underfired pots. The Coltons 

noted that the designs were more permanent and that 

fireclouds, dark discolorations on pots caused by uneven 

firing, were almost nonexistent. He also noted improvements 

in the cotton and wool weaving and in the dyes used in 

wicker baskets. Colton concluded, "The quality of our 

material shows a decided advance over the work of previous 

years and we can now see that our educational program among 

the craftsmen is bringing definite results" (1934:np). 

The Museum continued to record its influence on Hopi 

art throughout the 1930s. Bartlett wrote. 

The Museum, through its Hopi Craftsman 
Exhibition (now in its seventh year, 
1936) feels that it has made much 
progress in stimulating and reviving the 
various types of Hopi handicrafts, 
especially those which showed the most 
serious results of over-
commercialization, such as pottery. 
Third Mesa wicker basketry, and textiles 
of wool and cotton. Through its 
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scientific and artistic presentation of 
the Hopi as an artist and craftsman the 
Museum has revived his pride of 
workmanship and is creating for his 
products an appreciative market. The 
Museum believes that it is only through 
a thorough understanding of the 
techniques of manufacture that it is 
possible to appreciate the true beauty 
and ingenuity of Indian art (1936:8). 

In 1939, Mary-Russell agreed: 

Today the Craftsman is an established 
fact, an important annual event in the 
Southwest. It has become a part of the 
yearly calendar for the Hopi themselves 
and it can proudly count hundreds of 
friends from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
who look forward eagerly each year, to 
the first week in July {1939b). 

The 1940s witnessed few changes for the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition, since it was canceled beginning in 1943 due to 

World War II; it reopened in 1947. By 1953, however, a 

report from Robert C. Euler, Curator of Anthropology at the 

Museum from 1953 to 1956, to Dr. and Mary-Russell Colton 

implied that Hopi artistic traditions were not as strong as 

the early years of the show suggested: 

"At last I have found time to gather together the 

notes on Hopi craft problems which I made during my 

preliminary trip to the reservation early in May, and again 

in June" (Euler:1953:1). The problems outlined included 

wicker basket makers reporting that they were unable to get 

sumac to use as a dye; Hotevilla and Oraibi having only one 

potter working in each village; Second Mesa women interested 
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in making pottery being discouraged by First Mesa potters; 

and First Mesa potters having difficulty obtaining manure 

used in firing their pots, which affected the painted 

design. Euler concluded: "I believe that the principal 

reason we were able to obtain so many old style things for 

this year's exhibit was due to the preliminary trip made in 

May, and I would suggest that we plan to do like wise next 

year" (1953:3). 

Euler's report points out several inherent problems 

with the manufacture of what Mary-Russell termed 

"traditional" crafts: material for vegetal dyes was, if not 

impossible to obtain, certainly difficult and time-consuming 

to obtain; it was difficult to get younger Hopis interested 

in learning the crafts; and village politics prevented some 

villages from developing certain crafts. This latter 

problem exists even today; see Wyckoff's Designs and 

Factions (1985) for a discussion of the politics involved in 

Hopi pottery making. These were problems that the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition, and even the Museum of Northern 

Arizona, could not solve alone — or, perhaps, at all. 

David Breternitz, Museum Anthropology Curator from 

1953 to 1956 wrote a memo to the Coltons in 1957 that 

mentioned another problem with the Hopi crafts. Weavers 

were making more wicker baskets using analine dyes because 

"the trader has asked them to make 'bright baskets' and they 
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are doing it in order to have a sales outlet" (June 22). 

Although the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition purported to provide 

an economic outlet for the Hopis, the traders still exerted 

influence over Hopi art. Another memo from Breternitz dated 

June 20, 1958, acknowledged that the tourist trade's 

influence had not diminished; he stated, "The attitude [of 

the Hopi artists] is that the Museum display the best things 

and the other objects can be sold to the traders or to 

tourists" (1). While the Museum's efforts encouraged the 

production of higher quality crafts, it had not eradicated 

the tourist market. 

By 1960, the Museum was questioning not just the 

future of the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition and Hopi art but the 

future of Native American crafts in general. S. Watson 

Smith, a research assistant for the Museum from 1950 to 

1968, wrote a document entitled, "Need for the Formulation 

of a Policy of Action for the Future" at the request of Ned 

Danson, the Museum Director. Smith wrote. 

Two of the Museum's major activities 
are, however, at the threshold of 
change. For many years the Hopi 
Craftsman and Navaho Craftsman Shows 
have brought great recognition to the 
Museum and have served greatly to 
benefit numerous Indian craftsmen both 
financially and artistically. But 
changes are in train. The pace of 
modernization and acculturation among 
both Hopi and Navaho is growing and it 
may not be many years until the pursuit 
of arts and crafts in their present and 
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past meaning will have disappeared among 
both peoples (15). 

Ironically, although the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was 

successful in benefitting Hopi artists, it could do nothing 

to prevent the gradual assimilation of Hopis into mainstream 

America. This statement reflects the policies of the U.S. 

government in the 1950s that encouraged assimilation, urging 

American Indians to lose their ties to their traditional 

cultures, including their artistic traditions. Voluntary-

Relocation, which offered Native Americans job training and 

assistance in locating jobs and housing in major 

metropolitan areas, was an example of such a government 

policy. 

However, the assimilation policies of the late 1950s 

gave way to tribal restoration policies and Indian pride 

movements of the 1960s, which gave Indians greater 

flexibility and control over their own lives, and Indians 

continued to create traditional art forms. The Hopi 

Craftsman Show continued throughout the 1960s and into the 

1970s, but by 1976 again faced problems. A document 

entitled "A Plan for the Museum of Northern Arizona, " 

addressed to Hermann Bleibtreu, then Director of the Museum, 

and probably written by Robert Breunig, Museum Curator at 

that time, gave this assessment of the Hopi and Navajo 

shows: 
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In my opinion, both of the shows have 
almost degraded to a kind of flea market 
of traditional Indian art. No attempt 
is made to instruct or enlighten the 
public, displays are like those common 
in tourist shops and no attempt is made 
to encourage and represent modern Indian 
artists (1976:4) . 

This attitude was reflected in another report entitled 

"Proposed Hopi Show Format - 1978." In it, the author 

stated. 

One of the greatest weaknesses of the 
Hopi Show, as it has been held, is it's 
[sic] "bargain basement" character. 
Many items are piled together with the 
finest pieces "displayed" among the 
"also rans". The Hopi Show, as now 
presented, has few aspects of a quality 
art show. This is regrettable since the 
finest materials submitted for the show 
deserve better treatment and recognition 
(np) . 

The report proposed several major changes, such as 

"separating the show function from the sale function." The 

winning pieces would be displayed separately "as fine art," 

Although for sale, pieces winning ribbons would be left on 

exhibit until the end of the show, when they could be picked 

up by or shipped to the buyer. Other pieces that did not 

win prizes would be displayed around the Museum; a buyer 

could buy a piece and take it with her instead of having to 

leave it on display and having it shipped later. Materials 

would be displayed by category (pottery, textiles, kachina 

dolls, baskets, etc.) rather than by village. 
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These changes reflected two attitudes held by the 

Museum: Hopi crafts needed more recognition as fine art, and 

more recognition should be given to individual artists 

rather than villages. Robert Breunig confirmed this view in 

an article in Plateau magazine: "The Hopi and Navajo shows 

will continue, but in the future, the works of these two 

tribes will be displayed more as the fine arts that they 

are, in appropriate gallery settings. Also, the works of 

individual artists will continue to be featured" (1978:11). 

Then, in 1979, Breunig proposed the most sweeping changes to 

date for the Hopi Show in a memo written to Hermann 

Bleibtreu on August 14. In the memo, Breunig outlined the 

problems with the show and proposed new directions for how 

the show should be run. He outlined the show's history and 

Mary-Russell's vision for it, and discussed recent changes, 

two of which are notable. While Mary-Russell stressed to 

the Hopi artists the fact that the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

did not cost them anything to participate in, at some point 

the Museum had started charging a commission for pieces sold 

at the show, creating a need for artists to either charge 

more for their pieces or receive less from each piece sold 

at the Show. Instead of being free for Hopis to participate 

in, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition now cost Hopis money. 

Additionally, the Museum was "more open to less traditional 
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forms" (Breunig 1979:2), while Mary-Russell had been adamant 

about disallowing such forms. 

Breunig's memo also pointed out that "there has been a 

decline in the overall quality in certain craft areas, 

particularly in pottery, wicker basketry and weaving" 

(1979:2), the very areas the Coltons had concentrated on 

improving. The factors that he outlines as contributing to 

this decline in quality reflected not only the changing 

nature of Hopi crafts but the changing nature of Native 

American art in general. 

The main factor to which Breunig attributed the 

decline in quality at the Hopi show was that "the best 

artists and craftsmen no longer need the Museum of Arizona 

Show. Hundreds of new markets have developed since 1930 and 

through these markets these artists can expect an immediate 

cash return on their work" (1979:2-3) . Ironically, it would 

appear that the Museum's success in helping Hopis gain 

recognition for their art had backfired on the Museum; once 

a Hopi artist became successful, he or she no longer needed 

the Hopi Show to promote his or her art. Another factor in 

the decline of quality pieces at the Show involved younger 

artists, who did not feel that the Show was interested in 

their work. "[Younger artists] have the impression that 

only 'traditional' crafts are wanted and that the Show is 

only for older crafts people" (Breunig 1979:3). Again, the 
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Museum's original goal of working to preserve "traditional" 

forms came back to haunt it; Hopi art, like Native American 

art in general, was expanding in different directions which 

did not always include traditional work. 

The lack of new blood in the Show contributed to the 

decline of quality pieces being displayed at the Show, since 

the artists who had typically shown their pieces were 

getting older, and failing eyesight and health in general 

prevented them from submitting quality pieces. 

Additionally, the younger Hopis were not learning the 

traditional crafts from the elders, so fewer young artists 

submitted their work to the show. Collecting the pieces 

produced another problem; since the Museum only made two 

collecting trips, it often missed collecting some of the 

finer pieces. Artists could sell their work out of their 

houses and no longer saved "the best pieces" for the Museum. 

Breunig recounts a story of arriving at the potter Nancy 

Lewis' house immediately after several tourists. The 

tourists had bought all but three of Lewis' pots, which she 

gave to the collecting party. "Needless to say, they were 

not her best. Even then we had the feeling that she was 

doing us a favor by sending them at all" (1979:3). The fact 

that the tourists bought the best pots confirms the presence 

of a new type of buyer for Indian pottery — a sophisticated 
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art buyer who was willing and even eager to pay more money 

for quality pots. 

Finally, Breunig pointed out, since Hopis were not 

"meaningfully involved in the planning, organizing and 

running of the Show," they had gradually lost interest in 

the show itself. "The Hopi population today is young and 

largely unaware of the Museum's past efforts and 

contributions. There is no sentiment, nostalgia or 

gratitude for the Coltons that motivates the Hopi today" 

(4). Apparently, the Museum no longer demonstrated the 

personal interest the Coltons had shown to the Hopis. 

The quality of Hopi and Indian art in general was also 

being affected by factors outside the Museum. Hopis had 

grown increasingly dependent on wage work instead of 

agriculture and trade, and most Hopis under fifty years of 

age worked at wage jobs. Fewer Hopis were able or willing 

to devote time to the craft industry, which did not return 

enough money on which to survive. Breunig pointed out, 

"With fewer craftsmen and crafts items available, and with 

more markets through which to sell them, the competition for 

good craft work is severe" (4). It would seem that such 

severe competition would create higher quality pieces; 

unfortunately, although shows like the Hopi Show, the Gallup 

Intertribal Ceremonial, and the Santa Fe Indian Market had 

helped to create a class of Native American fine art 
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collectors, the primary buyer of Native American — 

including Hopi — art remained the enduring, inescapable 

tourist, an "unsophisticated [buyer] seeking inexpensive 

souveniers [sic]" (Breunig 1979:4) who continued to 

encourage mass production of Indian "trinkets." Breunig 

concluded his discussion: "It is not a question of whether 

or not we want the Hopi Show to continue as it has for fifty 

years — but, whether the character of times and Hopi 

interest will allow it to so continue" (5). 

Breunig recommended establishing an Advisory Committee 

consisting solely of Hopi artists and craftsmen which could 

recommend future directions for the show; increasing the 

amount of prize money awarded; eliminating the expense of 

the collecting trips, since good pieces were being brought 

in; turning the collection of the pieces over to the Hopi 

Arts and Crafts Guild; planning exhibits in conjunction with 

the Show that would feature one Hopi artist; publishing a 

catalogue of prize winning pieces to document the 

contributions of the Show; featuring a particular medium 

each year; and continuing to "display the best material in a 

pleasing, professional manner within a gallery setting" (7), 

Several of these recommendations were put into action 

immediately. The Hopi Advisory Show committee was 

established with Dan Namingha, a noted Hopi artist, as 

chair. Also, the Hopi and Navajo Show Rules and Procedures 
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were approved by the Executive Committee of the Board on 

February lb, 1979. These new rules and procedures included 

an updated Purpose of the Shows: 

The function of the Hopi and Navajo Show 
is to foster greater public appreciation 
of the aesthetic, cultural and technical 
aspects of Hopi and Navajo arts and 
crafts. This includes encouraging the 
maintenance of high quality traditional 
arts and crafts, as well as encouraging 
innovative forms (Museum of Northern 
Arizona 1979:1). 

This revised Purpose stands somewhat in opposition to Mary-

Russell's initial vision for the Show, in which she stressed 

the more "traditional" forms and discouraged innovation. 

And, instead of the earlier focus on seeking to revive and 

preserve Hopi arts and crafts, by 1979 the Museum was merely 

maintaining the already high quality. 

Breunig outlined the changes in the Show to the Hopis 

through a letter dated May 1, 1980 and addressed to "Hopi 

Show Participant": "This year is the 50th year since the 

Hopi Craftsman Exhibition first began at the Museum of 

Northern Arizona. To honor this anniversary, the Museum 

announces several changes in the award system which will 

improve both the show and the benefit to Hopi artists and 

craftsmen" (1). The letter went on to explain the increase 

in prize money awarded and announced that all Division Award 

and First Place pieces would be auctioned off at the Members 

Only Reception the night before the opening of the Show. 
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Prize winners who attended the auction would receive their 

ribbon when the auction winners were announced. Breunig 

concluded, "We are adopting this policy to encourage high 

quality entries and to make participation in the show more 

financially rewarding to individual Hopi artists and 

craftsmen" (1). No longer was the Museum purporting to help 

create a buyer of fine Hopi crafts; instead, it virtually 

had become a high class buyer itself by offering more prize 

money to the Hopi artists. No longer was the Museum 

concerned about the quality of Hopi art in general, but 

rather the quality of the art that had been entered in the 

Show. 

In the late 1980s, Linda Eaton curated the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition and renamed it the Hopi Artists 

Exhibition. She also started the Zuni Artists Exhibition in 

1989 to showcase Zuni art and artists. At this point, staff 

members were still conducting trips to the mesas which Eaton 

described as "brutally hard," especially since they were 

trying to produce three shows (Hopi, Zuni, and Navajo) 

within a span of three months. When Michael J. Fox became 

Executive Director of the Museum in 1992, he decided these 

trips were too hard on the staff and ended them, a move 

that, as we shall see, had an important impact on the Hopi 

artists. 
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Another change was introduced in 1994 with an exhibit 

entitled "Honoring the Legacy" which featured Hopi, Zuni and 

Navajo crafts. That same year saw the debut of the Hopi 

Marketplace, an entirely new "look" for the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition. For the first time, Hopi artists were invited 

to sponsor a booth at the Museum during the three day event. 

Now, the artists were face to face with the buying public, 

and were not at the mercy of Museum sales volunteers who 

might or might not have been knowledgeable about Hopi art. 

In order to be eligible for a booth, an artist had to submit 

at least one piece to be judged. The pieces that now win 

Best of Division and Best of Show are displayed in the 

Special Exhibits Gallery and are available for immediate 

sale and pick-up; all other winning pieces are returned to 

the artists to be displayed and sold at their individual 

booths. 

Also in 1994, a changing sales exhibition entitled 

"Enduring Creations: Masterworks of Native American Art" was 

initiated and continues to be held. This exhibition lasts 

throughout the summer and is similar to the early Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition shows; pieces are submitted by the 

artists or by dealers and are shown in the Special Exhibits 

gallery at the Museum of Northern Arizona. They are 

available for sale, and new pieces are continually replacing 

sold pieces. The Marketplace Shows and the Enduring 
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Creations exhibit are collectively known as the Heritage 

Program. 

Several other major changes have occurred in the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition from its inception to the present day 

Hopi Marketplace. These changes represent the achievement 

of some of Mary-Russell's goals, including the recognition 

of individual artists for their work; the recognition of not 

just Hopi but Native American crafts in general as pieces of 

fine art; the development of an appreciative buyer for 

higher quality Native American art; and the incentive for 

Hopi artists to pass on their traditions to younger 

generations and the interest young Hopis show in becoming 

recognized artists. 

Thus, while Mary-Russell's early work with specific 

Hopi art forms — pottery, basketry, and weavings in 

particular — met with limited success, her goal to create a 

market for quality, expensive Hopi art was quite successful. 

Mary-Russell knew she could never stop the tourist trade; 

what she could do was to create a tourist with a 

sophisticated taste in Indian art. As we shall see in the 

last section, she successfully achieved this goal. 
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Hopi Opinions of the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

Mary-Russell's vision in creating the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition was to help Hopis improve and preserve their 

arts. She strove to create a market for higher quality work 

by educating the public about fine Hopi art, hoping that 

better art would command higher prices which would, in turn, 

provide an incentive to the Hopis to continue to produce 

high quality art. How successful was she in the eyes of 

Hopi artists? How effective has the show been for Hopi 

artists involved in it? What do they think the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition did for them? To answer these 

questions, I spoke with several Hopi artists, ranging from 

jewelers to potters to kachina doll carvers, from artists 

who had attended the Exhibition in the 1940s and 1950s and 

whose families had long-standing relationships with the 

museum to artists attending the show for the first time (see 

Appendix A). These conversations reveal that the Show has 

had its problems, but it has also proved beneficial to Hopis 

in various ways. 

Positive Aspects 

The Hopi artists I spoke with agreed that the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition helped Hopi art gain attention. Early 

on, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition had been associated with 

the Flagstaff Powwow. One artist remembered that during the 

1950s the Powwow featured a big parade, evening performances 

of dances, an art fair, and demonstrations. The Powwow 

helped bring many people to the Hopi Craftsman Show and gave 
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it national recognition. The Museum also did a good job of 

advertising the Show, so it became well known and many 

people, both artists and buyers, looked forward to it each 

year. 

The artists also overwhelmingly believed that the Hopi 

Craftsman Show helped them gain recognition as artists. One 

kachina doll carver, who entered his pieces in the 1950s and 

1960s, said that after he won an award at the Museum people 

started coming out to his home on the mesa to buy his 

kachina dolls. An internationally known jeweler won an 

award at the show in the 1970s and believed that helped him 

get attention. Another jeweler won Best of Division four 

times in a row and stopped entering her pieces to give other 

artists the opportunity to win and gain recognition. 

A potter who is so famous she never has a pot to enter 

in the Hopi Marketplace felt strongly that the Show 

benefited younger artists by helping them get recognized. 

Another potter said the 1996 Hopi Marketplace was the first 

show she had been in, and felt the exposure and the 

experience she gained helped her in her next show. She had 

entered a pot for judging; the pot did not win, but a staff 

member at the Museum was so impressed with it that he asked 

around until he found out who made it. When the Show 

opened, he ran over to the potter's booth and bought the pot 

right away. Now, he stays in contact with the potter and 

has visited her at her home. Each artist I spoke with 

believed that the exposure received from being in the Show, 
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and especially from winning an award, was one of the most 

positive things to come from the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition. 

The show provides another benefit to artists, because 

it helps to educate the buying public about quality Hopi art 

and about Hopi culture. One artist knew that one of Mary-

Russell's beliefs in starting the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

was that art helped perpetuate a culture, and he agreed with 

her: "Cultures should retain their integrity through the 

arts." Two years ago, the Museum changed the Show to allow 

Hopi artists to set up booths to sell their art. Before 

that time, pieces were collected and displayed in the 

Museum's galleries and sold by Museum volunteers. According 

to one artist, there were "almost no Hopis" among the 

volunteers, and the volunteers were not very familiar with 

Hopi art. Now that the artists themselves have booths, they 

can speak with tourists directly and educate them about Hopi 

art. A jeweler believed that the Show helps to highlight 

Hopi culture and people through not only the traditional art 

forms, but also through departures from the traditional 

forms — what he refers to as "creative individuality." In 

this way, tourists learn that Hopi art is dynamic, not 

static. One artist explained that, "It was a really good 

show, they used to have so many things there, and people who 

came to the show, even from Flagstaff, didn't know about the 

reservation until the Show happened, so it was a way of 

opening up the Hopi people to the public." 
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Ironically, the interest in and high prices paid for 

Hopi art work created a problem — fake Hopi art entered the 

market. One artist stated, "I have been a strong advocate 

against fakes. It was said back in the *203 and '30s that 

Hopi arts and crafts would spread like wild rice. I have 

been saying all along that we need to be aware of this." An 

artist who also owns a shop on Second Mesa said, "You have 

to educate people about the art. People are naive about 

Hopi art — they can't tell the difference between Hopi and 

Navajo art." The Show provides an opportunity for Hopi 

artists to educate the public about what is genuine Hopi art 

and what is fake. 

The artists mentioned other positive aspects of the 

Show. The artist who had never entered a show before liked 

the Hopi Craftsman Show because it was easy to get into; all 

she had to do was fill out an application for a booth. One 

jeweler appreciated the fact that the Show allowed him to 

compete only against other Hopi artists; for him, he gained 

more prestige when he won against artists from his own 

culture. An established potter believed the show gave young 

people on the mesas something to do with their time. 

"Winning an award is helpful — it might just be an 

Honorable Mention that'll help a child or these teenagers. 

I'm glad they have that Museum there because of that. I know 

a lot of them are very anxious to get their stuff in there," 

she said. 
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Winning also has its rewards; the kachina doll carver 

"liked the award money, " and a jeweler said that winning an 

award creates a feeling of happiness and satisfaction for 

him. The internationally known potter described what 

winning an award did for her. 

I never thought I had established 
myself. If I hadn't won I still would 
have gone on and thought I didn't have 
enough [pots] . When I got the 
recognition I thought, "My god." I 
never would say I was a good potter — 
there's a lot of other good potters — 
I'm not good really. I was shocked when 
they wrote me that I had won. I thought 
of my mother and great-grandmother and 
the others and thought, well, this is 
for all of you. 

Obviously, winning an award at any type of show can be 

beneficial to an artist. Not only does an artist gain 

exposure; he or she also gains a feeling of increased self-

confidence and encouragement to continue creating art. 

Hopi Concerns 

However, for all the benefits the Hopi Marketplace 

provides, the artists also have many concerns about the 

Show. One of the biggest concerns was with the percentage 

the Museum takes from the artists' sales. The Museum 

charges a $25 refundable booth fee to the artists and then 

takes 20% of sales made by them, unlike other shows which 

charge higher booth fees but do not take a percentage. Two 

years ago, before the Museum provided booths for the 

artists, an artist would send a piece to the Museum with his 

or her asking price, and the Museum would then add its 

percentage. As far as I could tell, there was not a cap on 
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the amoxint the Museum could collect from an artist; the more 

an artist sold, the more he or she paid to the Museum. 

One well-known artist who serves on the Museum's 

Indian Shows Advisory Committee is boycotting the Hopi 

Marketplace because he feels the Museum had not been 

truthful with the artists or the public about the pricing 

structure. According to him, for years the Museum told the 

public that the artists set their own prices, but when a 

piece arrived at the Museum with the artist's price on it, 

the Museum then added its percentage, raising the price of 

the piece. The boycotting artist pointed out that, when the 

artists began to attend the Show themselves, the Museum 

allowed the artists to decide whether or not to add the 

percentage onto their asking price. Before that, however, 

the Museum had not been clear about the pricing. 

This practice of adding a percentage onto an artist's 

asking price by the Museum is detrimental to the artist in 

one of two ways. It either creates a higher price for a 

piece sold at the Hopi Marketplace than somewhere else, or 

it forces the artist to lower his or her price on a piece so 

the final price will not be too high. Either way, the 

artist loses out. One artist I spoke to commented on the 

pricing of Indian art, "Set a price and that's it!" The 

Museum's practice creates a dilemma for the Hopi artist; 

keep the same price and receive less for a piece, or raise 

the price to cover the Museum's percentage. This is in 

direct conflict with Mary-Russell's vision that the Show 
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would provide monetary incentive for artists, and 

contradicts her refusal to enter into the debate between 

traders and Hopi artists on how to price Indian art. 

The artists have other concerns about the economic 

aspects of the Hopi Marketplace. One artist did not like 

the fact that the Museum charged admission to the Show 

because she felt that prevented more people from attending. 

Another artist pointed out that the Museum no longer sends 

staff members to the mesas due to economic reasons, yet it 

continues to charge artists the same percentage on their 

sales. According to another, the Museum continues to invite 

artists to demonstrate at the Hopi Marketplace but no longer 

pays them either an honorarium or their expenses. Also, the 

name change from the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition or the Hopi 

Artists Exhibition to the Hopi Marketplace made one artist 

feel that the Museum's emphasis was on selling and not 

promoting the art. In fact, several artists believed that 

the Show's recent changes were benefitting the Museum more 

than the Hopis. The artist who serves on the Advisory 

Committee believes the objective of the Show now is to bring 

money into the Museum. Said another artist, "I think the 

Museum is doing themselves more good than the artisans now. 

The whole concept has changed. There may be another 

direction but to them they make economic changes but those 

economic changes are more in favor of the Museum." Again, 

the Museum appears to have abandoned Mary-Russell's ideal of 
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providing financial incentives to Hopis to preserve and 

improve their art. 

Several artists voiced another concern about the Hopi 

Marketplace, saying they thought the Show "played favorites" 

with artists. Whether perception or reality, the artists 

felt that the same people entered and won the Show year 

after year. The young potter was encouraged by a more 

established artist to switch from the Hopi Marketplace to a 

show being sponsored by the Coconino Center for the Arts, 

located just down the street from the Museum of Northern 

Arizona. The established artist told the young artist that 

the Museum was not interested in innovative pieces, while 

the Coconino Center was very interested in having young 

artists attend its show. This same potter submitted a 

contemporary pot which did not win an award; however, her 

cousin won an award for a pot that was "more traditional." 

This reinforced the young potter's belief that the Hopi Show 

favored more traditional pieces. Apparently, the Museum did 

not pay attention to Breunig's concern in the 1970s that 

younger artists felt this way. 

Some aspects of the show that were positive in the 

past have been discontinued, creating some concern among the 

artists. A major example of this is the visits to the 

mesas. As mentioned, when the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

first started. Museum staff travelled to the mesas to 

personally meet the artists not only to collect their art 

work for the Show but also to encourage them to make and 
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submit pieces. The Museum discontinued this practice in the 

late 1980s for economic reasons, and also because the 

constant trips to the reservations for the Hopi, Navajo, and 

Zuni shows were "brutally hard" on the staff (Linda Eaton). 

This lack of personal contact has created many problems, 

some real and some perceived. When the trips were first 

discontinued, word did not get out to the mesas very 

quickly. One artist explained. 

People were not aware of it [the fact 
that the Museiom was not sending people 
to pick up art], they were not informed 
well in advance when they stopped 
coming, so some people were still 
waiting when it was already show time, 
so nobody took their stuff over there. 
If people had known they would have 
taken their stuff over there but they 
were not told in advance about the 
change, so there was very few displays 
of art work. 

The discontinuation of the trips to the mesas affected 

the artists in other ways. The older kachina doll carver no 

longer submitted his work to the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition 

because medical problems prevented him from making the trip 

to Flagstaff. Another artist mentioned that many Hopis are 

shy; they liked having the Museum sell their art for them so 

they would not have to deal directly with tourists. 

The fact that Museum staff no longer journey to the 

mesas to pick up art work reflects a larger problem with the 

show: a lack of communication between the Museum of Northern 

Arizona and the Hopis. One artist described the 

relationship in the past: 
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[Hopi] people knew the people who worked 
at the Museum; they had a personal 
contact with people out here [at Hopi]. 
I know when Bob Breunig was there [at 
the Museum] we knew all his staff and 
they'd be out here all the time. Even 
if the show weren't happening they'd be 
visiting people out here. Way before 
the show happened they'd know so and so. 
You become part of that family, like 
when my Uncle Jimmy [Kewanwytewa, one of 
the original Hopi custodians at the 
Museum] was there he was part of the 
Museum staff. Indian people could go to 
the Museum and not have to pay to go in. 
You were treated really nice. It's sort 
of changed now, nobody knows anybody 
there, because nobody comes out here 
from the Museum. We don't even know 
who's there anymore. I think that's real 
important to keep that up with people, 
especially if they are handling the 
artists. It's nice to keep that 
contact. 

An example of the closeness the Museum shared with 

Hopi people can be found in the relationship between the 

Museum and the Hopi Craftsman Guild, which began as the Hopi 

Silversmith Guild in 1949, a result of the silversmithing 

classes started in 1947 by Paul Saufkie and Fred Kabotie. 

The Hopi Guild worked side by side with the Museum to help 

promote the show. The Hopi Guild provided dancers for the 

Show and helped the Museum get the word out to the artists. 

A Director of the Guild claimed, 

I don't know what their [the Museum's] 
goals are but certainly our strategy at 
that time was to promote our 
development, and the artists knew the 
sources we sold to. The Museum of 
Northern Arizona was the closest one 
because Dr. Colton played a key role in 
developing the [overlay jewelry] designs 
with the Guild. In that sense there was 
a real closeness with the Museum. Our 
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object was to really promote through 
that Museum. The Museum's objective was 
to promote Hopi arts and crafts. 

For the past few years, however, the Museum has not 

contacted the Guild about helping with the Show or with 

contacting Hopi artists. 

There also appears to be a communication problem 

between individual artists and the Museum. One young potter 

shared her grandmother's name; when she entered a pot for 

judging, it was mistakenly entered in the Elder's Division. 

The mistake was discovered just as the judges were going to 

give the pot an award. The pot did not win an award after 

it was placed in its proper category. One jeweler entered 

an innovative piece in the Show one year, only to have it 

returned to her with no explanation. After asking several 

different people, she learned that her piece did not fit 

into an existing judging category; however, instead of 

creating a category, the Museum simply returned the piece to 

her. One artist was not aware that there was an application 

process to enter the show; she thought an artist had to be 

invited by the Museum. The artist who serves on the 

Museum's Advisory Committee for the Indian Art Shows told me 

he had not been invited to a meeting of the Committee for 

some time. It may have been that the Committee had not been 

meeting, but he had the impression that the Museiam no longer 

wanted his input. Either way, communication had shut down 

between the artist and the Museum. It is clear from these 

examples that there is a lack of communication between the 
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Museum and the Hopi artists. Part of this problem can be 

traced to the fact that the Museum no longer makes 

collecting trips; however, as one artist remarked. 

If they [Museum staff] were thinking 
about the Museum, they would come out 
and visit — it's not so bad to come out 
and visit and make friends. It takes 
one to two people and pretty soon people 
would know you when you come out. Then, 
if you become friends [with the 
artists], then how can they turn you 
down? How can they say no? 

Overall, the Hopi artists I spoke with believed that, 

while the Hopi Craftsman Show helped create a name for Hopi 

art and artists, recently the Show had been going downhill. 

Remarked one artist, 

If they [the Museiam] brought people out 
here to get the show going again, it 
could be a really good show. It's going 
down but I think they can bring it back 
up. Not as many items are being brought 
in. They need to get people out here 
and say, 'We'd really like for you to 
enter something in the Museum show this 
year' — they'd go to every household. 

Obviously, the Hopis still show strong interest in the Show 

and would like to see it become successful once again. 

A few comments I heard validated Mary-Russell's ideas 

about Indian art. She had encouraged artists to sign their 

names to their pieces so tourists would learn to ask for the 

artists by name. Now, signing one's name to a piece is 

standard practice. One artist told me, "Nowadays, if people 

are proud of what they do they sign it because they want to 

take credit for it. I find that more and more happening 

here [at Hopi]." Also evident is the attempt to preserve 
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older practices. The artist who owns the shop told me that 

many basket weavers use metal rings in their sifting 

baskets; she tries to encourage the younger weavers to use 

the more traditional wooden rings instead. She also points 

out important elements that are missing on kachina dolls to 

carvers; she said the carvers usually take the dolls home, 

add the missing elements, and bring them back to sell to 

her. 

However, in some cases the Museum itself has not been 

loyal to Mary-Russell's legacy. This same artist told me, 

"Every year at the Museum Show (for the past two or three 

years) they pick the style which is the oldest style of 

basket making — but using the wire ring!" She also told me 

a story about her uncle, a textile weaver, who went to the 

Show to see a kilt that had won Best of Division. "My uncle 

went in — he's a weaver, one of the real old time weavers, 

and he said, 'Gee, why did they pick this one, it's not even 

real cotton, it's not done right,' and he pointed out all 

kinds of things. That was a first place winner!" Mary-

Russell would not have allowed such a kilt to be entered in 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, much less awarded it Best of 

Division! Apparently, the judges for the Hopi Marketplace 

today are not as demanding as Mary-Russell had been. This 

artist felt that the Museum needed to select more Hopi 

judges who "knew what they were doing." 

Finally, it is interesting to note that the tourists' 

influence has not diminished over time. The store owner 
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mentioned a young carver who brought in a beautiful kachina 

doll carving. She assured him it would win an award at the 

Hopi Marketplace and encouraged him to enter it, but he 

replied that he needed the money right away and could not 

wait for the Show. He said if the piece had not sold before 

the Show he would submit it. A well-known dealer in Indian 

art told me the same thing: artists cannot afford to have 

their piece sit in a show for several weeks when they could 

sell it to tourists almost inraiediately. The young potter 

mentioned that other artists told her that little pots sell 

really well because the tourists can fit them into their 

suitcases! The story Robert Breunig told about tourists 

buying the best pots from a potter before the Museum could 

buy them illustrates the fact that at least some tourists 

have become very sophisticated when buying Indian art. 

Mary-Russell understood that tourists would not disappear; 

her goal of developing a higher class buyer has been 

realized. 

The Museum's approach to the Hopi Marketplace seems to 

have drastically changed as Mary-Russell's influence 

diminished. Mary-Russell worked tirelessly to create a 

camaraderie between the Museum and the Hopis, and she made 

it clear to the Hopis that the Museum's motivation in 

holding the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was solely to help the 

Hopis, both artistically as well as financially. Now, it 

appears the Hopis no longer need such help from the Museum; 

their art is recognized and highly prized for its quality, 
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and they can sell their pieces directly to tourists for good 

prices. In fact, prices for Hopi art soon became too much 

for the Museum, and now in some cases it can no longer 

afford the very art it helped to promote. The artists' 

perception is that the Museum sponsors the Hopi Marketplace 

as a way to make money for the institution instead of for 

the artists, to the point that some artists perceive that 

the Museum benefits more from the Hopi Marketplace than do 

the artists. 

From speaking with Hopi artists, it is apparent that 

the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition positively influenced the 

production and sale of Hopi art, and that the Museum 

developed close ties with the Hopis through trips to the 

mesas and the genuine desire to work with and help the 

Hopis. Perhaps it was due to this closeness that the Hopi 

Craftsman Exhibition has endured for over 60 years. Now, 

however, several of the artists feel that the Show's 

popularity and effectiveness are declining with the decline 

in communication between the Museum and the people of the 

mesas. It is uncertain whether the Museum of Northern 

Arizona will work to reverse this trend, but there seems 

little doubt on the part of the Hopis that the Hopi 

Marketplace can and should continue. 
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Conclusion 

Mary-Russell Colton originated the Hopi Craftsman 

Exhibition at the Museum of Northern Arizona to reverse the 

trend of what she believed to be a deterioration in Hopi 

craft arts. She believed that Hopi art should remain 

unchanged from its pre-European state. She believed the art 

was in a decline because the Hopis were no longer using 

natural materials in their art production, such as vegetable 

dyes and paints, and cotton grown from their own fields. 

Also, older forms, which to Mary-Russell represented the 

"true" Hopi culture, were not being produced. Finally, new 

forms, such as ashtrays and salt and pepper shakers, which 

were mass produced for the tourist trade cheapened the 

quality of Native American art. 

In initiating the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, Mary-

Russell did not purport to end the tourist trade in Indian 

pottery, baskets, kachina dolls, and other art, but instead 

to prevent the loss of old forms and to improve the quality 

of some, if not most, of the art produced by the Hopis. The 

Hopi Craftsman Exhibition was a scientific and artistic 

endeavor for Mary-Russell because she did not view it as 

fund raiser for the Museum; instead, she wanted to see what 

would happen if the Hopis were somehow encouraged to improve 

the quality of their art. The incentive she provided was 

not only money in the form of prizes at the Exhibition, but 

also money generated by buyers' recognition of individual 

artists over time. Mary-Russell understood economic theory; 
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better products command more money than cheap products. Her 

vision of creating a new buyer of Indian art, a more 

sophisticated buyer who was willing to pay higher prices for 

higher quality, depended on her ability to create a higher 

quality product. Through her understanding of production 

methods of Native American art and her personal 

relationships with Hopi artists, Mary-Russell successfully, 

although not single-handedly, helped to raise the quality of 

the Hopis' work. Perhaps her success also lay in her 

personality, in her ability to encourage artists to want to 

improve their art, even though at times she appeared almost 

strident in her encouragement. 

What Mary-Russell did not attempt to influence, 

however, was the role that culture played in the creation of 

Hopi arts and crafts. Creating a work of true art demands 

more than technical mastery and quality materials; it 

requires something from an artist's heart. When something 

comes from the heart, it reflects a unique culture. Mary-

Russell strove to improve the technical mastery of Hopi art, 

and she encouraged artists to use natural materials, but she 

failed to help Hopi artists connect their art with their 

culture. 

The Museum of Northern Arizona's Hopi Marketplace, 

opened in 1930 as the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition, endured for 

over 60 years because the Museum adapted to changes in 

Native American art as well as changes in Native American 

societies. Certainly, Hopi artists today recognize the 
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important role the Museum and the Coltons played in 

improving and marketing Hopi pottery, basketry, weaving, 

jewelry, and kachina dolls. Now, however, the Museum faces 

the challenge of presenting quality Hopi art while at the 

same time competing with sophisticated buyers and numerous 

other Hopi art dealers, including the artists themselves. 

Ironically, the Hopi Craftsman Exhibition evolved from 

a program funded entirely by the Museum to a program so 

popular that it now raises money for the Museum. Perhaps 

the Museum's dependency on the Hopi Marketplace, as well as 

the optimistic future for quality Hopi and Native American 

art, will ensure the continuation of Mary-Russell's vision. 

Certainly, many Hopi artists hope so. 
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Appendix A: Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with nine Hopi artists who 

wished to remain anonymous to protect their privacy. Signed 

Consent Forms were obtained from all the artists. Interviews 

were conducted in artists' homes or places of work. Some of 

the interviews were tape recorded. 

This thesis adhered to the University of Arizona Human 

Subject Use guidelines and was exempt from review by the 

Human Subjects Committee at the University. 
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